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A Categorical Critical-pair Completion Algorithm
KAREL STOKKERMANSy
Institut fu˜r Computerwissenschaften, University of Salzburg, Austria
We introduce a general critical-pair=completion algorithm, formulated in the language of
category theory. It encompasses the Knuth{Bendix procedure for term rewriting systems
(also modulo equivalence relations), the Gro˜bner basis algorithm for polynomial ideal
theory, and the resolution procedure for automated theorem proving. We show how
these three procedures flt in the general algorithm, and how our approach relates to
other categorical modeling approaches to these algorithms, especially term rewriting.
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1. Introduction
The problem of flnding a general formulation for all so-called critical-pair/completion
(CPC) algorithms was posed by Buchberger (1987). In that paper, it is argued that
although some unifying approaches for e.g. Knuth{Bendix completion and Gro˜bner ba-
sis construction exist, no satisfactory axiomatic approach to CPC algorithms had been
achieved. Buchberger suggests to try an approach based on the notions of pattern, mul-
tiplier, and replacement, not for obtaining fast and e–cient algorithms (which can never
be the aim of a general approach) but out of structural interest. We suggested a possi-
ble categorical formulation of some of these notions in Stokkermans (1992) and flnally
succeeded in presenting a general CPC algorithm in Stokkermans (1995a), formulated
in the language of category theory, which encompasses the Gro˜bner basis algorithm, the
Knuth{Bendix procedure (also modulo equivalence relations), and resolution (also for
many-valued logics).
The language of categories was chosen as it has proved itself over the last decades
to be an efiective tool for clarifying the relations between mathematical notions from
sometimes widely varying flelds|as in our case, where we have to deal with polynomial
ideal theory, term algebras, and flrst-order logic.
It should be stressed that in spite of the not completely unjustifled characterization of
category theory as \abstract nonsense", it is by no means straightforward to flnd a good
categorical model for these procedures, as may be seen from the discussion in Section 3.
The challenge, after all, is not so much in providing a model, but in flnding a model
that is su–ciently general yet flts the original procedures as closely as possible, so that
one gains insight into the resemblances and especially the subtle difierences between the
individual algorithms.
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In this paper, we present the categorical CPC algorithm, and explain how to flt the
three mentioned procedures into it.
Basic knowledge on reduction systems, term rewriting and resolution is assumed. A
short discussion on other approaches to relate CPC procedures is provided in Section 2,
and an overview of other categorical models of term rewriting (in particular) or reduction
systems is given in Section 3. Section 4 explains some special categorical constructions
which we used. Section 5 describes our categorical model for CPC, proves the relevant,
categorical version of the critical-pair lemma, and outlines the categorical CPC algorithm.
The following sections specify the categories in the model for each of the main CPC
algorithms: the Knuth{Bendix algorithm in Section 6, the Gro˜bner basis algorithm in
Section 7, and (many-valued) resolution in Section 8.
Finally, in Section 9, a short overview of the connections between previous categor-
ical approaches to rewriting and our categorical model for critical-pair/completion as
presented here is given.
2. Historical Overview|Relating CPC Algorithms
An extensive overview of attempts to relate CPC algorithms until the early eighties is
given by Buchberger (1987). Here, we only summarize the most relevant remarks from
that paper, and then proceed with an overview of the work done in this area since (short
of the categorical approaches described in the next section). Most work has been devoted
to attempts to view the Gro˜bner basis algorithm as an instance of the Knuth{Bendix al-
gorithm (modulo associativity and commutativity equivalences), so we flrst focus on that.
We then brie°y present the term rewriting approach to resolution-based theorem proving.
In order to view the Gro˜bner basis algorithm in a rewriting context, one needs to be
able to deal with the associativity and commutativity of the arithmetic operators. There-
fore, the Peterson{Stickel algorithm presented by Peterson and Stickel (1981), which ex-
tended the Knuth{Bendix procedure to the associative-commutative case, can be seen
as the flrst step towards a common treatment. That algorithm has the drawback that
it may add new rules to an already completed set of rules (that is, if the set of rules
already deflnes a Church{Rosser relation). Together with Huet (1980), which presented
a general, axiomatic treatment for proving con°uence of abstract reduction relations and
showed that many closure conditions verifying con°uence for TRS can be specialized to
conditions on critical pairs, this work opened the possibility of treating con°uence and
critical pair problems in an abstract, domain-independent framework.
Buchberger (1983a) extends the CPC approach used for polynomial rings in the original
Gro˜bner basis algorithm (Buchberger, 1965) to general rings. In this general case, there
is no natural decomposition of the generators of an ideal into a \head" and a \rest". This
causes the need of formulating the basic notions of \reduction" and \critical pair" in a
new way independent of any \rewrite" nature of the generators.
The paper also gives a set of reduction axioms by which the correctness of the algorithm
can be proved and which are preserved when passing from a ring R to the polynomial
ring R[x1; : : : ; xn].
Kandri-Rody and Kapur (1983) studies the connections between the Gro˜bner basis
algorithm and the Knuth{Bendix algorithm and reaches the same version of the Gro˜bner
basis algorithm for general rings as Buchberger (1983a).
Winkler (1984) gives an introduction to both the Gro˜bner basis and Knuth{Bendix
algorithm and investigates the connection between the Gro˜bner basis algorithm for poly-
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nomial rings and the Peterson{Stickel version of Knuth{Bendix completion. It also dis-
cusses the gaps left open in the approaches towards incorporating Buchberger’s Gro˜bner
basis algorithm as a special case of the Knuth{Bendix completion procedure for the as-
sociative and commutative case, as in Kandri-Rody and Kapur (1983) and Kandri-Rody
and Kapur (1984).
Kandri-Rody et al. (1989) shows how the Gro˜bner basis algorithm and the Knuth{
Bendix procedure can be seen as special cases of a more general completion procedure by
the introduction of an extra simpliflcation relation), which turns out to be the identity
for Knuth{Bendix completion and simulates the operations on constants of the coe–cient
fleld K in the Gro˜bner basis case.
Pottier (1989) proposes an inference system applicable both to terms and polynomials,
based on a well-ordering of critical pairs, and then considers a structure of binary relations
and ordered sets in which the common notions of various completion algorithms (for the
cases of string rewriting, term rewriting and Gro˜bner basis computation) are deflned.
Moreover, investigations towards the generalization of terms in an equational theory and
logical formulae are made, in an attempt to automatically establish heuristics for the
e–cient computation of Gro˜bner bases, following, among others, Kapur and Narendran
(1985).
Bu˜ndgen (1990) presents a canonical term rewriting system that specifles multivari-
ate polynomial rings over commutative rings with unity. Then, canonical representa-
tions for a set of polynomial equations are computed using the speciflcation found by
the term rewriting system and term completion modulo AC-theories as in Peterson
and Stickel (1981). In the resulting con°uent term rewriting system several rules be-
long to a single polynomial, thus deflning the reduction relation associated with each
polynomial. This can be interpreted as ideal completion in Z[x1; : : : ; xr]. Then, all rule
patterns that can occur in the resulting system are analysed and the difierent steps
of the term completion are related to the corresponding steps in Buchberger’s algo-
rithm.
In Bu˜ndgen (1991a), the same work is done for Buchberger’s algorithm for polynomials
over flnite flelds.
These results are subsumed by Bu˜ndgen (1991b). There, a uniform presentation of
completion in the domains of flrst order terms, groups, and polynomials is given. This
implies that group completion and polynomial completion can be simulated by Knuth{
Bendix term completion (modulo AC theories). For polynomial rings over several coe–-
cient domains (Z, Zm, GF (q), and Q) Gro˜bner basis construction can be simulated by
many-sorted term completion modulo AC. The author presents an algorithm to analyse
the set of ground terms which are irreducible with respect to a given term rewriting sys-
tem. It handles certain well-behaved non-left-linear rules, and AC-operators under some
additional restrictions. By means of the characterization obtained, algebraic structures
isomorphic to the initial model of a canonical term rewriting system can be analysed.
This makes it possible to decide the order of all flnitely presented groups for which a
canonical term rewriting system exists.
A critical pair transformation procedure is given which can be seen as either a comple-
tion strategy or a critical pair criterion. Critical pair transformations are useful during
completion of groups and domains containing groups as substructures.
As an inflnite set of rewrite rules is needed for the presentation of Q (in order to ensure
that the initial model of the rules in the coe–cient sort is isomorphic to the coe–cient
domain), an inflnite term rewriting system is necessary for the simulation.
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Another approach is suggested by March¶e (1994, 1998), in which normalized rewriting
and normalized completion are introduced; the associated completion algorithm general-
izes both the Knuth{Bendix procedure (modulo associativity and commutativity) and the
Gro˜bner basis construction. Given a convergent rewrite system S (modulo associativity
and commutativity), S-normalized rewriting is the relation obtained from constructing
the normal form of any left-hand side with respect to S and then rewriting with the rule
system to be completed.
A connection between deduction problems in (many-valued) logics and the Gro˜bner
basis algorithm is given by Chazarain et al. (1991), which generalizes methods of classical
logic based on the Stone isomorphism between Boolean algebras and Boolean rings. The
main result of Chazarain et al. (1991) is a theorem transforming a deduction problem in
a many-valued logic to an equivalent problem on ideal membership in a polynomial ring,
which can of course be solved by the Gro˜bner basis algorithm.
In a similar vein, T‚atar (1993) proved that the extension of the Gro˜bner basis algorithm
to general reduction rings developed by Buchberger (1983a) can be applied to the Boolean
polynomials generated by a set of clauses, and expresses this result in a purely logical
framework.
There is also a considerable amount of work done in relating term rewriting techniques
to resolution-based theorem proving. A good overview of the difierent methods developed
can be found in Hsiang et al. (1992); an earlier overview can be found in Avenhaus and
Madlener (1990). Here, we will only give a brief overview of the most pertinent general
developments.
The fundamental idea behind the term rewriting approach to equational theorem prov-
ing based on resolution is to treat Boolean formulae as Boolean rewrite rules, and then
to apply suitable superposition inferences, to produce new rules. By means of certain
reduction inferences the Boolean terms are then simplifled using the Boolean rules dis-
covered, and the process is continued until the contradictory rule 1 ! 0 (truth implies
falsity) is generated.
First approaches based on this idea were studied by Dershowitz (1983) and Hsiang
and Dershowitz (1983); they were followed by Kapur and Narendran (1985), Paul (1985),
Hsiang (1987), Pottier (1989) (see above), T‚atar (1991, 1993), and others.
In Dershowitz (1983), the extension of the Knuth{Bendix completion procedure to
associative and commutative functions is used as a semi-decision procedure for equational
theories, and applied to diverse problems, among others resolution-like theorem proving
in flrst-order predicate calculus. The problems that may occur regarding termination and
abortion with failure are left open.
In Hsiang and Dershowitz (1983) it was shown that for theorem proving purposes in
flrst-order predicate logic, only certain uniflcations (namely those between terms that
are conjunctions of atomic formulae) have to be considered. Calling such terms N -terms,
a refutational strategy, the N -strategy, was developed based on that observation. That
term rewriting approach was extended by Hsiang (1987) to flrst-order predicate calculus
with equality, implying that the term rewriting method for clausal theorem proving can
be made as powerful as paramodulation and resolution together.
Another extension of the approach by Hsiang and Dershowitz (1983) is accomplished
by Paul (1985), where the method is generalized to satisflable theories; it is shown that
the concept of con°uent rewriting systems can be extended to any quantifler-free flrst-
order theory, and that rewrite methods can be used even if formulae are kept in clausal
form.
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3. Historical Overview|Categorical Approaches to Rewriting
Most work in the direction of categorical modeling of CPC algorithms has concentrated
on rewriting systems. The main motivation behind this research may have been connected
with the successful attempts to relate the theory of lambda calculus to certain categories
(namely cartesian closed ones; for more on this we refer to Lambek and Scott, 1986). The
step to trying similar approaches to term rewriting systems is then a relatively small one.
However, the flrst attempt to model rewriting by categorical means predates this.
The purpose of Benson (1975) was to establish a proper algebraic framework for further
studies of the syntax and parsing of languages and the general theory of translation,
compilation, and interpretation. For this, Benson only required a categorical model for
string rewriting systems (SRS). For a given SRS, a derivation category D is deflned which
models arbitrary derivations between strings. These derivation categories are free strict
monoidal categories, simple forms of 2-categories. By allowing interchange of consecu-
tive rewrites that apply to disjoint substrings one obtains a quotient category S, the
syntax category. Two endofunctors are deflned on this category modeling concatenation
of substrings on either side of a derivation. Then, Benson (1975) forms a category of
interchange operators and proves a uniform representability result for SRS.
Huet (1986) describes a more general model. A derivation category for a term rewriting
system (TRS) is constructed with as objects terms and as arrows sequences of 1-step re-
ductions on disjoint subterms. The model is then restricted to regular TRS. For those, a
so-called computation category is deflned: the derivation category quotiented by permu-
tation equivalences|essentially the same transition as from derivation to syntax category
by Benson (1975). The objects of this computation category are the terms, and the arrows
are permutation classes of parallel derivations from domain to codomain. This computa-
tion category has all pushouts, thanks to the fact that con°uence is guaranteed (by the
absence of critical pairs in regular TRS). This is related to the approach presented in
this paper in that we will use certain pushouts to check con°uence.
Apparently independent of Benson (1975), Johnson introduces a 2-categorical model
for string rewriting (cf. Johnson, 1988, 1998, 1991). His freely constructed 2-category
C§;P (with § a signature and P a SRS) relates to Benson’s model in the sense that the
syntax category S by Benson (1975) is exactly the hom category C§;P (?; ?), with ? the
unique 0-cell. Johnson generalizes the model to TRS by introducing 3-categories, in which
the 1-cells model types, the 2-cells terms, and the 3-cells rewrites. The substitutions (2-
cells) are kept separate from the rewrites (3-cells), but the model cannot handle repeated
variables, so it only applies to linear rewrites.
Another approach is that formulated by Rydeheard and Stell (1987). They start from
a Kleisli category modeling term substitution. The rewrite rules induce a 2-categorical
structure on top of this. Separation of substitution and rewrites is achieved by tying
the rewrite rules explicitly to the variables used in expressing them. In this model, most
general uniflers are (weak) coequalizers. Based on their treatment of equational proofs
and uniflcation algorithms, Reichel (1990) gives a 2-categorical formulation of the critical
pair situation, namely narrowing a 2-cell against a 1-cell.
However, completion by critical pairs itself, our main algorithmical interest here, is not
modeled in any of the above approaches.
In the context of theorem proving, Bonacina and Hsiang (1991) apply category theory,
formalizing inference rules (among which resolution) of a given arity n as natural trans-
formations between functors from a category of signatures to the corresponding category
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of sets of n-tuples of sentences over that signature. The source functor simply builds the
set of relevant tuples, the second splits them in a pair of sets, namely those sentences to
be deleted and those to be added on the application of an inference rule.
Based on this framework, Bonacina and Hsiang (1991) continue to describe search plans
by equipping the set of proofs over a theory with a proof ordering and using a functorial
construction to flnd minimal proofs. (In addition to proof reduction, monotonicity and
relevance of proving strategies are formulated as functors.) While this framework cap-
tures one of the components of critical-pair completion (namely completion of sets with
respect to a given reduction relation on them), it does not address critical pairs, and
the concept does not seem to have a straightforward counterpart in the model; instead
the approach focuses on strategies of completing in a far more general environment of
inference rules (rather than just resolution, a variation of critical-pair completion) than
available in our model.
The set-up of Rydeheard and Stell (1987) was adapted by Stell (1992, 1994), where
a generalization of 2-categories, sesqui-categories, is used for modeling term rewriting.
This enables one to distinguish reductions of difierent length. For left-linear TRS one
then can characterize the critical pairs categorically as so-called critical spans; but not
for general TRS (there are critical spans that are not critical pairs).
By Jay (1991), already completed (hence con°uent) reduction systems are modeled
by so-called con°uent categories, with con°uent orders as objects and order-preserving
functions as morphisms. He obtains a categorical semantics for the reduction and a func-
torial relationship between the operational semantics (the reduction process computing
normal forms) and the denotational semantics (obtained by identifying any term with its
reducts, in particular its normal forms). The model is formulated without 2-categories, to
avoid the conceptual overhead of equations on the 2-cells and having to establish coher-
ence theorems. This also motivated us to model the critical-pair/completion of reduction
systems by \plain" categories (completion is not treated in Jay’s approach, as he only
considers con°uent systems).
There are two more recent applications of categorical methods and constructs in the
area of reduction systems.
First, Lu˜th and Ghani (1996) used monads for modeling TRS and thereby obtained a
purely categorical proof of the modularity of con°uence for the disjoint union of TRS.
Second, Melliµes (1996) distinguished between external and internal factorizations to
separate the \e–cient" part of a computation in an axiomatic rewriting system from its
\junk". A category of external derivations enjoying several categorically elegant proper-
ties is thereby obtained.
4. Categorical Constructs
For details on basic category theory, we refer to, among others, Mac Lane (1971),
Goldblatt (1984) and Lambek and Scott (1986) and Ad¶amek et al. (1990). The only
slightly non-standard notion used is that of a polynomial category, on which more details
can be found from Lambek and Scott (1986).
The only original item in this section is the presentation of what we call reversed limits
(resp. reversed colimits), which are limits (resp. colimits) in special slice categories. We
prove one essential result pertaining to them here; this result enables us to formulate
the critical pair lemma in a categorical way. More on reversed limits and colimits can be
found by Stokkermans (1995a, b).
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4.1. basic category theory
The deflnitions of the notions of category, slice or comma category, functor, diagram,
cone, limit and colimit can be found in the standard texts mentioned above; here we
only deflne polynomial categories. One remark on notation: we will generally use capital
letters A;B; : : : for the objects of a category, single arrows ! for the arrows within a
category, and double arrows ) to indicate functors.
Definition 4.1. (Freely Generated Category) The freely generated category F(G)
by the (directed) graph G is the smallest category with objects as the nodes of G and
arrows as all edges from G and closed under associativity of arrows and the presence of
all identity arrows.
Definition 4.2. (Polynomial Category) For any category C and any arrow f :A!
B between two objects A and B in C such that f is not yet among the arrows of C, the
polynomial category C[f ] is denoted as the category freely generated from the graph G0,
where G0 is the graph formed by adding the arrow f to the underlying graph G of C.
We will use these polynomial categories for modeling completion: the addition of a
rewrite rule or polynomial (a pattern in the sense of Buchberger, 1987) corresponds to
the construction of a polynomial category.
4.2. reversed limits
Two new notions are introduced. They are natural extensions of the notions of limit
and colimit, respectively, reversing the morphism establishing the universal property.
Limit and reversed limit form boundaries between which the cones of a diagram range.
Analogously, colimit and reversed colimit form boundaries for the cocones.
The reason for introducing these notions is that the existence of normal forms in
the context of reduction systems can be expressed in a very natural way with the help
of special reversed colimits, so-called normalizers. Moreover, the equivalence of strong
con°uence and the Church{Rosser property can be formulated as a statement on reversed
colimits (cf. Theorem 4.1).
The following deflnition expresses that a reversed limit of a given diagram ¢ factors
uniquely through all cones for ¢; I is an index set for the objects in a given diagram and
J an index set for the arrows between them.
Definition 4.3. (Reversed Limit) A reversed limit for a diagram ¢ = fDi; gj j i 2
I; j 2 Jg is a ¢-cone ffi:C ! Digi2I with the property that for any other ¢-cone
ff 0i :C 0 ! Digi2I there is exactly one morphism f :C ! C 0 such that the diagram
C
@@
@@
@@
@@
f 0i   
f // C 0
}}
}}
}}
}}
fi~~
Di
commutes for every object Di in ¢.
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Conversely, all cocones for a diagram ¢ factor uniquely through its reversed colimit.
Definition 4.4. (Reversed Colimit) A reversed colimit for a diagram ¢ = fDi; gj j
i 2 I; j 2 Jg is a ¢-cocone ffi:Di ! Cgi2I with the property that for any other ¢-
cocone ff 0i :Di ! C 0gi2I there is exactly one morphism f :C 0 ! C such that the diagram
Di
}}
}}
}}
}}fi
~~ @
@@
@@
@@
@
f 0i
  
C 0
f
// C
commutes for every object Di in ¢.
Both reversed limits and colimits are determined uniquely up to isomorphism.
Initial and terminal objects are the most trivial examples of reversed limits and col-
imits, respectively. An initial object is a reversed limit of the empty diagram, while a
terminal object is a reversed colimit of the empty diagram.
Definition 4.5. (Normalizer) A normalizer (relative to a given object A) is a re-
versed colimit of the diagram consisting of the object A.
Note that the corresponding limit (or colimit) would be the object A itself, with its
identity morphism as limiting (or colimiting) arrow.
A normalizer of an object A in a category C is a terminal object in the category A # C.
The term normalizer is chosen here because in the category •CPC which we will deflne
in Section 5, the normalizer of an object A corresponds to its normal form.
Note that if a category C contains a terminal object, then all reversed colimits (for arbi-
trary diagrams) will correspond to that terminal object, as will follow from Theorem 4.1.
Therefore, the consideration of such reversed colimits is only interesting in categories
that do not have a terminal object|or, in the context of reduction, in those cases where
not all objects have one and the same normal form (the relevant representation of the
categorical constructs will be presented in Section 5).
The notion dual to normalizer corresponds to an object which cannot be made more
complex (with respect to the reduction relation deflning the arrows in the category
•CPC ). It is as far away from the normalizer of an object as possible and will there-
fore be called denormalizer. (Of course, it would be the normalizer of the given object in
the dual category Cop which is obtained from C by reversing all arrows.)
Definition 4.6. (Denormalizer) A denormalizer (relative to a given object A) is a
reversed limit of the diagram consisting of the object A.
Again, there is an alternative formulation: a denormalizer of an object A in a category
C is an initial object in the category C # A.
Definition 4.7. (Reversed Product and Coproduct) A reversed product of ob-
jects A and B is a reversed limit of the discrete diagram consisting of A and B. A
reversed coproduct of A and B is a reversed colimit of that diagram.
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One could construct reversed limits for other diagrams, but the following result shows
that normalizers and denormalizers are the basic types of reversed colimits and limits of
connected diagrams, respectively.
Theorem 4.1. For any category C and any connected non-empty diagram scheme ¢,
the existence of all normalizers is equivalent to the existence of all reversed colimits for
the diagram scheme ¢.
Proof. Directly from the following two lemmas. 2
I should remark here that more or less the same result (using slightly difiering termi-
nology) was independently communicated to me by Barry Jay; the formulation and the
proof appearing here are mine.
The fact that the existence of all normalizers is equivalent with the existence of all
reversed pushouts (a direct corollary of Theorem 4.1) corresponds to the equivalence
between con°uence and the Church{Rosser property for reduction systems.
Lemma 4.1. The existence of all normalizers guarantees the existence of all reversed
colimits of non-empty diagram schemes that are connected (directed) graphs.
Proof. In order to prove the existence of all reversed colimits of non-empty diagram
schemes that are connected (directed) graphs, it su–ces to show that all reversed colimits
of arbitrary instantiations of such diagram schemes exist. Consider, therefore, a non-
empty diagram ¢ of which all objects are connected by morphisms (i.e. ¢ is a connected
directed graph). For any two objects A;B such that we have a morphism f :A ! B in
¢, we construct:
(i) the normalizer A0 together with a morphism a:A ! A0 and, by deflnition, the
unique arrow g:B ! A0 such that g – f = a;
(ii) the normalizer B0 together with a morphism b:B ! B0 and, because of g, the
unique arrow h:A0 ! B0 such that h – g = b;
(iii) the unique arrow k:B0 ! A0 obtained from the morphism b – f :A! B0, such that
k – b – f = a.
Now, clearly A0 and B0 are isomorphic by h and k. That k – h = idA0 and h – k = idB0
can be seen as follows: k – h – a = k – h – g – f = k – b – f = a; as A0 is its own
normalizer, idA0 is the only morphism f 0 such that f 0 – a = a, but we have just shown
that k – h fulfllls the same property. Likewise, h – k = idB0 follows from the equation
h – k – b – f = h – a = h – g – f = b – f and the fact that B0 is its own normalizer.
By continuing this process, we flnd that the normalizers of the objects in ¢ are all
isomorphic, say to a reversed colimit C. By the commutativity of all relevant triangles it
now follows that C is the reversed colimit of ¢. 2
We will use the above result, stating in particular that the existence of all normal-
izers guarantees the existence of all reversed pushouts, in the following section on the
categorical formulation of CPC algorithms.
The above lemma, together with the following, immediate one, verifles the truth of
Theorem 4.1.
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Lemma 4.2. If the existence of all colimits for an arbitrary non-empty diagram scheme
¢ is guaranteed in a given category C, then all normalizers exist in C.
Proof. To construct the normalizer of an arbitrary object A in C, simply construct the
reversed colimit of the diagram ¢ with all objects equal to A and all morphisms 1A. 2
This means that normalizers can be considered as special instances of other reversed
colimits, in particular reversed pushouts, reversed coproducts, and reversed coequalizers.
(Also, we can consider denormalizers as special instances of reversed pullbacks, reversed
products, and reversed equalizers, respectively.)
5. The Categorical Framework for CPC Algorithms
In this section we detail the requirements on the constituents of the categorical model
for CPC algorithms. A remark on notation: we will always denote objects of a category
by uppercase, arrows by lowercase, and functors by Greek letters.
I should stress here that the categorical model was inspired by the ideas on an axiomati-
zation based on patterns, multipliers, and replacements brought forward by Buchberger
(1987). We show here that with a slight modiflcation in the concept of replacement
(namely by viewing this as an operation embedding terms at given contexts), this basic
operation can be formulated in a functorial way.
The categorical constructions we present below are closely interrelated by means of
functors which have a natural interpretation in the domain of the individual algorithms.
All constructions are necessary in order to express the basic ideas underlying CPC
algorithms as generally as possible, while not including super°uous machinery.
The following picture can serve as a guideline for the basic interrelationships between
the categories which will be constructed, namely CPC , •CPC , „CPC , ·CPC , •·CPC and
•·„CPC .
5.1. the objects
The objects on which critical-pair completion is performed will be modeled by (la-
beled) trees. It will be shown in the next section that for all the three main critical-pair
completion procedures, the objects under consideration can be viewed as such.
The main property of these objects is that any node of a labeled tree representing an
object represents a subobject, and that some of the leaf nodes are \variable objects".
In order to identify subobjects within an object, we introduce operators … indexed with
places (as strings of positive numbers, cf. the Dewey notation for terms); these will be
essential in incorporating the embedding operators later on.
Definition 5.1. (Object) An object is a tree A whose nodes are labeled by strings
of positive integers hk1k2 : : : kni. The labels of all nodes of a tree (including the root
node, labeled hi, and the leaf nodes) form a set of places P (A) satisfying the following
conditions (where all ki are positive natural numbers):
(…-1) if hk1k2 : : : kn¡1kni 2 P (A), for n ‚ 1, then hk1k2 : : : kn¡1i 2 P (A);
(…-2) if hk1k2 : : : kn¡1kni 2 P (A), for n ‚ 1, then hk1k2 : : : kn¡1ki 2 P (A), for any
1 • k < kn.
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•·„CPC •·CPC
•CPC : models reduction
CPC : models generalized
(non-oriented) reduction
„; ·: operations (semi-)
compatible with reduction
•·CPC : to flnd proper
shape of patterns
•·„CPC : to flnd
relevant critical pairs
For any place u 2 P (A), the subobject of A occurring at u will be denoted Au.
For any two places u and v, u • v will denote the situation that u is an initial substring
of v. We will use u ? v for the situation that u and v are disjoint places (so u ? v ifi
u 6• v and v 6• u).
For an arbitrary object A, V (A) denotes its set of variable subobjects; any variable
object is an object V with P (V ) = fhig.
Finally, we introduce, for each flnite string of positive natural numbers u=hk1k2 : : : kni,
operators …u, deflned on those objects A such that u 2 P (A), which map A to Au. It is
clear that w.r.t. a given object A, these operators satisfy …v(A) = …u1(…u2(A)) if v is the
concatenation of u1 followed by u2. (Indeed, one can build a category of places, …CPC ,
by viewing these operators as arrows, the view taken by Stokkermans (1995a).)
The universe of objects under consideration in the general framework will be denoted
by V; its actual nature of course depends on the speciflc context of a given CPC procedure.
In the general context of CPC, we will have to deal with objects modulo a certain
equivalence relations F (e.g. in the case of the completion of term rewriting systems
modulo associativity and commutativity, or in general in the case of the construction
of Gro˜bner bases where we work modulo equalities on polynomials in non-standard
form).
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Definition 5.2. (Universes) For the universe of (canonical representatives of) the
equivalence classes of V under F we will use U . All variable objects are (as canonical
representatives of their equivalence class) elements of U .
5.2. operations on objects
We will introduce two fundamental types of operations on the objects introduced above,
namely multiplying and embedding. Later, we will see that these operations are functorial
in nature; for now, we will concentrate on their interaction with the place operators.
Multiplier operators, multipliers for short, are based on the variable (sub)objects. They
essentially replace a variable object by another object, at all places where the given
variable object appears. The general deflnition provides for such replacings of flnitely
many variable objects.
Definition 5.3. (Multiplier) A multiplier „ is deflned on a flnite set of variable ob-
jects, denoted V„. Any V 2 V„ is mapped to an object „(V„) 2 U . For any V 62 V„,
„(V ) = V .
It is straightforward to extend any multiplier „ to a mapping on all objects by requiring
that it replaces all relevant occurrences of variable objects; we require the following two
properties for all multipliers, for any two objects A, B:
(„-1) if A = „(B) then P (A) = P (B) [ fhk1 : : : knl1 : : : lmi j Bhk1:::kni = V 2 V„ and
hl1 : : : lmi 2 P („(V ))g;
(„-2) for any place u 2 P (A) we have …u(„(A)) = „(…u(A)).
Multipliers can be composed, and indeed they generate a category, called „CPC , as
follows.
Definition 5.4. (Composition of Multipliers) Let „1; „2 be multipliers, then their
composition „1 – „2 is deflned on variable objects V by:
† if V 2 V„2 then „1 –„2(V ) is obtained from the extension of „1 to the object „2(V );
† if V 62 V„2 then „1 – „2(V ) = „1(V ).
For arbitrary objects, „1 – „2 is again the straightforward extension of the above.
Definition 5.5. („CPC ) „CPC is the category with as objects all elements of U ; there
is an arrow „:A! B ifi for a multiplier „ we have: „(A) = B.
That „CPC indeed forms a category can be seen as follows:
† the identity arrows are given by the empty multiplier (V„ = ;);
† for two arrows „2:A! B and „1:B ! C, the arrow „1 – „2 transforms A into C;
† the associativity and identity rules are straightforward.
Embedder operators, embedders for short, are based on plugging in objects at given
places of larger objects (thereby deleting whatever subobject occurred there before).
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Definition 5.6. (Embedder) An embedder ·A;u maps an object B to the object
·A;u(B) obtained from A by replacing its subobject Au by B.
We require the following two properties for all embedders ·A;u:
(·-1) for any objects A;B and place operator …u: …u(·A;u(B)) = B;
(·-2) for any object A and place operator …u: ·A;u(…u(A)) = A.
The flrst of these rules says that if one plugs in B at a given place u of A, the
resulting object ·A;u(B) will have the subobject B at position u. The second says
that embedding the subobject occurring at position u of A into A at u will result in
A again.
Together, ·-1 and ·-2 describe the result of an embedding completely: let ·A;u be an
arbitrary embedder, and let C be deflned as ·A;u(B), for an arbitrary object B. From
·-1 we see …u(C) = B. This also flxes all subobjects occurring at places v such that u is
an initial subsequence of v. For all other places w, ·-2 implies …w(C) = …w(A).
Moreover, ·-1 and ·-2 imply that for any two embedders ·1 = ·A;u and ·2 = ·B;v with
the property that for some object C, ·1(C) = ·2(C), we either have that both ·1 and ·2
are equal on arbitrary objects, or both A 6= B and u ? v.
Embedders can be composed, as follows.
Definition 5.7. (Composition of Embedders) Let ·A;u; ·B;v be embedders, then
their composition ·A;u – ·B;v is deflned on arbitrary objects C as ·A;u(·B;v(C)).
Again, the embedders generate a category ·CPC .
Definition 5.8. (·CPC ) ·CPC is the category with as objects all elements of U ; for
every C 2 U and u 2 P (C) there is an arrow ·C;u:A ! B ifi for the embedder ·C;u we
have: ·C;u(A) = B.
That ·CPC indeed is a category can be seen as follows:
† the identity arrow on a given object A is given by the embedder ·A;hi (embedding
A at its root position);
† for two arrows ·D;u:A ! B and ·E;v:B ! C, we have (·E;v – ·D;u)(A) =
·E;v(·D;u(A)) = ·E;v(B) = C;
† the identity and associativity rules are straightforward.
5.3. patterns
We are now ready to incorporate the basic notion of reduction relations in our frame-
work, namely that of the basic patterns, which describe how objects can be reduced to
other ones. For that purpose, we now build the reduction category CPC .
In the general context, we are given a universe U of objects as deflned in Section 5.1,
equipped with a partial order >•, and certain elementary reduction rules (derived from
equalities between polynomials, equivalences between terms etc., depending on the con-
text) which respect this order >•.
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Definition 5.9. (pattern) A pattern p is a pair of objects (A;B) such that A >• B.
In the context of CPC, we will always have a flnite set of patterns given at the start
of the procedure. This flnite set will give rise to our basic reduction category CPC and
its canonized version •CPC by generating additional reductions between objects, based
on the multipliers and the embedders.
We add one more demand on the behavior of the multipliers w.r.t. patterns here:
(„-3) for any pattern p:A ! B, we have: 8„1; „2, if „1(A) = „2(A) then „1(B) =
„2(B).
To guarantee „-3, it su–ces to demand that the right-hand side of a pattern p does
not contain any variables not occurring at the left: V (B) µ V (A). Property „-3 ensures
that two multipliers having the same efiect on the left-hand side of a pattern also have
the same efiect on the right-hand side, which is essential in proving the critical pair
lemma.
5.4. the fundamental critical-pair completion category
We will introduce two categories in order to encapture the reduction process. In the
flrst, called •CPC , the patterns are used to generate the arrows by means of the multiplier
and embedder operators provided in the given context; these arrows respect the partial
order >• and model the possible reductions.
It can then be required (which is necessary in the context of CPC) that multipliers are
endofunctors on •CPC .
However, in order to model the Gro˜bner basis case or rewriting modulo equivalences,
we have to take the fact into account that embedding a small object in a larger one can
alter the structure of the latter (for instance if we plug in a monomial with a power
product that is already represented in the bigger context).
In order to capture this, we have to add objects of a difierent, more general nature,
which are related to those of •CPC by means of a given equivalence relation F , and
which can be transformed back to objects of •CPC by a canonization operator, which
takes the result of an embedder operation and \takes it back" into •CPC .
These more general objects will be part of a larger category CPC , which will be related
to •CPC by the embedder operators (which will serve as functors from •CPC into CPC )
and a canonizer functor •.
The category •CPC is the category freely generated from the arrows obtained by
applying multipliers and embedders to the original patterns, but such that all arrows
with the same source and target are identifled.
Definition 5.10. (•CPC ) The reduction graph •CPC has as nodes the elements of U .
There is an edge from an object A to an object B ifi there is a pattern p = (L;R), a
multiplier „ and an embedder · such that A = ·(„(L)) and B = ·(„(R)).
The reduction category F (•CPC ) (denoted •CPC in the remainder of the paper) is
the freely generated category with the reduction graph •CPC as underlying graph, but
such that all arrows with equal source and target are identifled.
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The reduction category •CPC models a Noetherian reduction relation. The objects
correspond to the elements that are to be reduced; the arrows indicate (possible) reduc-
tions. In order that this functions properly, we use the partial order >• on the objects
of •CPC , and require that the arrows respect this order; then no \reduction loops" can
occur:
(•-1) •CPC is a preorder;
(•-2) for every f :A! B in •CPC , A ‚• B.
We also require that the multipliers are endofunctors on •CPC :
(„-4) all multipliers are faithful covariant endofunctors on •CPC .
As mentioned above, in general, the embedders are not endofunctors on •CPC , and we
now introduce a \larger" category, called CPC , which contains several representations
of the same object in •CPC . In other words, the objects of •CPC are from now on to
be regarded as (the canonical representatives of) equivalence classes w.r.t. a given set of
equations F . We require:
(•-3) the reduction relation deflning •CPC is F-compatible (in the sense of Deflnition
9.1 by Peterson and Stickel, 1981).
Note that >• is not required to respect F . (Indeed, it will turn out that in the case of
Gro˜bner bases, it is impossible to guarantee this.)
The category CPC has as objects the elements of a universe V we work in; the objects
of •CPC are the elements of U = V==F . We will denote objects of CPC by A and those
of •CPC by [A] (as they are equivalence classes of objects in CPC ). The objects in CPC
in canonical form are also denoted as [A]; these are the only objects shared by •CPC
and CPC . The place operators …u are deflned on CPC as on •CPC : for any A in CPC
for which the place u is deflned, …u(A) = Au.
Now to the arrows of CPC . Any f : [A]! [B] in •CPC induces an f : [A]! [B] in CPC .
Arrows are preserved under the embedder functors ·:•CPC ) CPC : for any f : [A]! [B]
in •CPC and any such ·, there is a ·(f): ·([A])! ·([B]) in CPC . Finally, for any objects
A;B with A =F B, there are inverse arrows eAB :A! B and eBA:B ! A. Summarizing:
(•-4) CPC is a category;
(•-5) if A =F B, then there are arrows eAB :A ! B and eBA:B ! A in CPC such
that eBA – eAB = 1A and eAB – eBA = 1B .
As stated, we require that the embedders are functors from •CPC to CPC . The precise
nature of the embedders depends on the speciflc CPC algorithm considered. The general
requirement is:
(·-3) every embedder · is a functor from •CPC into CPC .
The category ·CPC has as objects all elements of V (like CPC ), and as arrows the
embedders: for every · and A there is an arrow from A to ·(A). As explained before,
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embedders are given by an object [B] of •CPC and a place i within [B]: intuitively, ·[B];i
plugs in a given object A at i within [B], resulting in the object ·[B];i(A) of CPC .
The canonizer functor •, an endofunctor on CPC , maps all objects to their canonical
form (which also is an object in •CPC ) and every arrow to an arrow between such
canonical forms. The arrows in the image of CPC under • need not respect >•; that is
why we cannot deflne • as a functor from CPC into •CPC and why the introduction of
CPC is necessary. We require of •:
(•-6) • deflnes an endofunctor on CPC ;
(•-7) •(V) µ U .
5.5. two more auxiliary categories
We need two more categories to formulate the general CPC algorithm. The flrst,
•·CPC , will enable us to bring patterns in the \right" form, while the second, •·„CPC ,
is used to determine critical pairs.
First, the category of increasing embedders, •·CPC . Its objects are all arrows of •CPC
(the reductions) and its arrows the so-called increasing embedders: for f : [A1]! [A2] and
g: [B1]! [B2] in •CPC we have an arrow in •·CPC from f to g ifi there is an embedder
· such that: •·([A1]) = [B1], •·([A2]) = [B2], [A1] >• [A2], [B1] >• [B2] (the inequalities
follow from •-2) and [A1] >• [B1]. This category brings patterns in the right form: such
that the left-hand side is as small as possible but still greater than the right-hand side.
We require:
(•·-1) •·CPC is a category;
(•·-2) •·CPC has normalizers.
Second, the category of equivalence preservers, •·„CPC . Its objects are those of •CPC
and its arrows all operations preserving the equivalence ⁄ˆ! underlying the reduction
relation: the multipliers, embedders and canonizer. (These operations preserve equiva-
lence in the sense that if [A] ⁄ˆ! [B] then also „([A]) ⁄ˆ! „([B]) and ·([A]) ⁄ˆ! ·([B])
for any „ and ·.) In •·„CPC we flnd the critical pairs as the weak coproducts of the
left-hand sides of two patterns. We have:
(•·„) •·„CPC is a category.
The arrows of •·„CPC do not necessarily respect the ordering >•; they are arrows be-
tween canonized objects but need not be canonized themselves (unlike arrows in •·CPC ).
Also, •·„CPC is not required to have any coproducts. If it has no coproducts, no critical
pairs exist w.r.t. the reduction relation.
We can now characterize critical pairs categorically, thereby obtaining a uniform for-
mulation for the concept for all CPC algorithms.
Definition 5.11. (Critical Normalizers) Given a flnite set P of patterns Ai ! Bi,
with 1 • i • n and the corresponding category •CPC such that every pi:Ai ! Bi is its
own normalizer in •·CPC . Then, a reversed pushout diagram in •CPC .
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Aj Ak
is called a critical normalizer for the reduction system deflned by •CPC ifi C is a weak
coproduct of Aj and Ak (1 • j; k • n) in •·„CPC .
5.6. generalizing the critical-pair lemma
We now concentrate on bringing the critical-pair lemma in a categorical form. The
critical-pair lemma states that local con°uence is equivalent to critical-pair con°uence.
As for the other two main con°uence lemmas pertaining to reduction systems, we have
already seen that the equivalence between the Church{Rosser property and con°uence
is a consequence of Theorem 4.1, while the equivalence between con°uence and local
con°uence (Newman’s lemma) only requires the Noetherianity of the reduction relation.
Lemma 5.1. If the reduction system deflning •CPC is Noetherian, the unique normal
form of an object A (if it exists) is the normalizer A of A in •CPC .
Proof. If A is the unique normal form of A, then for any B such that A reduces to B, B
can be reduced to A. This shows that A is the normalizer of A in •CPC . Conversely, if A
is the normalizer of A in •CPC , any object B such that A reduces to B has a reduction
to A. As the reduction relation ! is Noetherian, A then is the unique normal form of
A. 2
Now, let also a category of multipliers „CPC , a category of embedders ·CPC , and a
canonizer functor •: CPC ) CPC be deflned subject to the conditions of Section 5.2{5.4.
Let •·CPC and •·„CPC be deflned as in Section 5.5.
Recall that critical normalizers are weak coproducts in •·„CPC of left-hand sides of
patterns deflning •CPC (possibly added during the completion process).
We say that the completion of the category •CPC is terminated successfully (by the
categorical CPC algorithm presented in the next subsection) if all objects in •CPC have a
unique normal form|i.e. a normalizer, because of the previous lemma. By Theorem 4.1,
this is equivalent to the statement that all reversed pushout diagrams in •CPC have a
reversed colimit. Given that no reductions have inflnite length (because of the require-
ment that the reduction system be Noetherian), this gives us the following categorical
counterpart to the critical-pair lemma.
Theorem 5.1. (Categorical Critical-pair Lemma) The completion of •CPC is
terminated successfully if all critical normalizers have a reversed pushout in •CPC .
Proof. Recall that the critical-pair lemma asserts the equivalence of local con°uence
with critical-pair con°uence. So we only need to consider possible violations of local
con°uence.
Let A be any object in •CPC and f = hp1; „1; ·1i and g = hp2; „2; ·2i two arbitrary
arrows with domain A, both by one reduction step.
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We must show that the diagram
A
uuu
uuu
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f
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g
$$
•·1„1(R1) •·2„2(R2)
can be closed. So, we have to flnd arrows with domain •·1„1(R1) and •·2„2(R2), re-
spectively, and with equal codomain. Consider the object B in •·„CPC deflned as a
weak coproduct of L1 and L2 such that we have a h·3; „3i:B ! A in •·„CPC . As
B = ·4„4(L1) = ·5„5(L2), by the assumption we have the following \reversed pushout"
diagram in •CPC :
B
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$$
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As l is the arrow modeling the reduction •·4„4(R1)! B, „3(l) is the arrow modeling
the reduction „3•·4„4(R1)! „3(B) (and as multipliers are endofunctors on •CPC , the
left-hand side may be written as •„3·4„4(R1)).
Furthermore, ·3„3(l) is an arrow in CPC from ·3•„3·4„4(R1) to ·3„3(B). Since in CPC
we have arrows between objects in the same equivalence class (which we can guarantee
thanks to the compatibility of the equivalence and the reduction relations, •-3), in all we
obtain an arrow from •·3„3·4„4(R1) to •·3„3(B).
But the left-hand side is equivalent to •·1„1(R1), and as the same argument applies
to m:•·5„5(R2)! B, we also obtain an arrow ·3„3(m) from •·2„2(R2) to •·3„3(B).
Composing ·3„3(l) and ·3„3(m) with f and g, respectively, concludes the proof. 2
5.7. the categorical CPC algorithm
After the above preparations, we are now ready to formulate the CPC algorithm in the
language of category theory, thereby obtaining a uniform framework for the three main
CPC algorithms.
Input:
† a set of patterns P = fhl1; r1i; : : : ; hln; rnig, that is, pairs hli; rii of elements of a
universe U ;
† a partial ordering >• on U , such that li >• ri for all patterns in P ;
† a reduction category •CPC (generated by P and >•), fulfllling the conditions •-1,
•-2, …-1 and …-2;
† classes of functors „, •, and ·, satisfying „-1, „-2, „-3, „-4, ·-1, ·-2, ·-3, •-3, •-4,
•-5, •-6 and •-7.
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Output:
a reduction category •CPC [f1; : : : ; fm] containing the original reduction category •CPC
as a subcategory and generated from it by the arrows ff1; : : : ; fmg, such that all objects
in the category have a normalizer. The fi correspond to the additional \rewrite rules"
or \polynomials" added during the completion, and together with the original patterns
they constitute the completed system.
Algorithm:
P : = fhl; ri j l! r is the normalizer in •·CPC of some li ! ri, 1 • i • ng;
CN : = f(li; lj) j hli; rii; hlj ; rji 2 Pg;
while CN 6= ;
do (li; lj): = a pair in CN ; CN : = CN ¡ f(li; lj)g;
(`1; `2): = coproduct of li and lj in •·„CPC ;
nri: = a (weak) normalizer of `1(ri) in •CPC ;
nrj : = a (weak) normalizer of `2(rj) in •CPC ;
if nri = nrj
then nothing needs to be done
else if nri >• nrj
then f 0: = arrow from nri to nrj ; f : = normalizer of f 0 in •·CPC [f 0]
else if nrj >• nri
then f 0: = arrow from nrj to nri; f : = normalizer of f 0 in •·CPC [f 0]
else failure
fl
fl;
P : = P [ ffg; CN : = f(li; lj) j hli; rii; hlj ; rji 2 Pg;
•CPC : = •CPC [f ]
fl
od;
success
Note that the correctness of the above algorithm is given by Theorem 5.1: it only
terminates if all critical normalizers have a reversed pushout (i.e. if the normalizers
nri and nrj resulting from the pushout diagram agree with each other), or if for some
pair (nri; nrj), no orientation for the new arrow can be determined. In the flrst case,
Theorem 5.1 states that all elements of •CPC have a normalizer (so the completion has
flnished successfully), while in the second case, the completion has failed.
6. Speciflcation of the Categorical Data for the Knuth{Bendix Algorithm
The flrst of the CPC algorithms we will show to flt in our categorical model is the
Knuth{Bendix completion procedure for term rewriting systems. For all categorical con-
structions used in the categorical CPC algorithm we will specify what they exactly cor-
respond to in the Knuth{Bendix case. At the end of the section, we include an example
to show how the categorical procedure follows the standard algorithm precisely.
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6.1. the reduction category •CPC
Let an equational speciflcation (§; E) be given. Let T (§) be the corresponding term
algebra, and let >• be a reduction ordering on T (§). The objects in •CPC then are all
elements of T (§). (We will denote all terms below by capital letters in order to conform to
our notation for objects of a category.) The basic arrows between these are the oriented
(w.r.t. >•) flnitely many equations in E . We then extend the set of arrows of •CPC
as follows. An arrow between two terms T1 and T2 is a list of reduction steps leading
from T1 to T2. A 1-step reduction is labeled hE; ¾;Ci and has domain T1 = C[¾(L)] and
codomain T2 = C[¾(R)], where E 2 E is deflned as L = R, L > R. Any arrow is labeled
by a list [hE1; ¾1; C1i; : : : ; hEn; ¾n; Cni]. This list represents, in order, the reduction steps
needed to reduce the domain to the codomain. Finally, all arrows with equal domain and
codomain are identifled.
Proposition 6.1. The objects and arrows of •CPC deflned on the basis of a set of
equations E in a speciflcation § as outlined above form a category.
Proof. For any object we can deflne the identity arrow as an empty sequence of reduc-
tion steps. Composition of two arrows is deflned by concatenating the lists of reduction
steps corresponding to the two arrows. The identity laws and the associativity law follow
immediately. 2
Corollary 6.1. •-1 and •-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed above.
Proof. That the category •CPC is a preorder (•-1) follows from the identiflcation of all
arrows with equal domain and codomain; that all arrows respect >• (•-2) is immediate
from their construction. 2
We use the Dewey notation for terms. If a position hk1 : : : kni occurs in a term T , then
…T;hk1:::kni maps T to Thk1:::kni.
Corollary 6.2. …-1 and …-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed above.
6.2. the category of multipliers „CPC
In the context of term rewriting, the multipliers are given as substitutions of terms for
variables. As in Stell (1992), the composition of substitutions is slightly non-standard.
Normally, the composite of, say, „1 = (f(y)ˆ x) (substituting x by f(y)) and „2 = (z ˆ
y) (substituting y by z) is „2 –„1 = (f(z)ˆ x). However, by the categorical composition
laws forced upon us we have „2 – „1 = (f(z) ˆ x; z ˆ y) (simultaneous substitution of
x by f(z) and y by z). Now consider any object in •CPC deflned by § and E , i.e. a term
T 2 T (§). Then, any substitution ¾ = (T1 ˆ x1; : : : ; Tn ˆ xn) deflnes an arrow, labeled
¾, in „CPC from T to T [T1 ˆ x1; : : : ; Tn ˆ xn]. Arrows are identifled by domain and
label: hT; ¾i.
Proposition 6.2. „CPC is a category.
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Proof. The identity arrows are the empty substitutions. Moreover, for any two arrows
hT1; ¾1i and hT2; ¾2i such that the codomain of the flrst is T2, and where ¾1 = (U1 ˆ
x1; : : : ; Un ˆ xn) and ¾2 = (W1 ˆ x1; : : : ;Wn ˆ xn), we can form the composite
arrow hT1; ¾2¾1i, where ¾2¾1 = (¾2(U1) ˆ x1; : : : ; ¾2(Un) ˆ xn). This is difierent from
the traditional deflnition only for those i for which Ui = xi; in that case (Wi ˆ xi)
now appears in the composite substitution. The identity laws hold and checking the
associativity of the substitutions is straightforward. 2
We can view the multipliers, or arrows in „CPC , as endofunctors on •CPC .
Proposition 6.3. Any term substitution ¾ on § is an endofunctor on the category
•CPC deflned by § and a flnite set of equations E.
Proof. Let „¾ be deflned by mapping any object T1 of •CPC to ¾T1, and any arrow
f :T1 ! T2 to ¾f :¾T1 ! ¾T2, the unique arrow between ¾T1 and ¾T2 in •CPC . We
must verify that „¾ is a functor. For any T in •CPC , „¾(idT ) = id¾(T ). Also, for any
f :T1 ! T2 and g:T2 ! T3, we have „¾(g – f) = ¾(g – f) = (¾g) – (¾f) = „¾(g) – „¾(f).
The middle identity follows from the deflnition of •CPC , the others from the deflnition
of „¾. 2
Note that the functor „¾ covers exactly all arrows labeled ¾ in „CPC . The additional
structure imposed by the functor construction is the mapping between the arrows of
•CPC |in other words, the functoriality of the multipliers expresses the compatibility of
substitution with the reduction relation.
Corollary 6.3. The above speciflcation of the multipliers satisfles all of „-1, „-2, „-3,
and „-4 as required in Section 5.2.
Proof. The tree structure for terms guarantees „-1 and „-2; „-3 follows from the stan-
dard requirement that no variables occur on the right-hand side of a rewrite rule (pattern)
if they do not occur on its left-hand side. Finally, the previous proposition guarantees
„-4. 2
6.3. embedding at contexts and canonizing
The embedders are insertions of terms at given contexts. Since T (§) is closed under
this operation of embedding, CPC is equal to •CPC and • is the identity functor. The
arrows of •·CPC are endofunctors ·T;p on CPC , where T 2 T (§) and p a place in T .
The case of completion modulo equivalence relations F is difierent. We assume that
a canonical representative for every term modulo F can be determined. Applying an
embedder · to a term T in •CPC may result in a term ·(T ) not in canonical form; the
canonizer • maps ·(T ) from CPC to [·(T )] in •CPC . If we assign all terms within an
equivalence class the same weight, the arrows of CPC do not violate >•. (This is not
always possible in other CPC algorithms.) Then, every embedder · is a functor from
•CPC into CPC and • a functor from CPC into •CPC . Therefore, for every ·, the
composite •· is an endofunctor on •CPC .
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Corollary 6.4. The above speciflcation of the embedders and canonization satisfles all
of ·-1, ·-2, ·-3, •-3, •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7 as required in Section 5.4.
Proof. In the case of ordinary term rewriting all but ·-1 and ·-2 follow from the
fact that CPC and •CPC are the same, while ·-1 and ·-2 follow immediately from
the deflnition of embedding subterms into contexts. In the case of rewriting modulo
some F we require •-3 from the start, and all of •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7 follow from the
construction of CPC . ·-1 and ·-2 follow as in ordinary rewriting, while ·-3 follows from
the compatibility of the reduction relation with the equivalence (•-3). 2
6.4. normalizing patterns and finding critical pairs
For the Knuth{Bendix algorithm, unlike other CPC-algorithms, flnding normalizers of
arbitrary arrows in •CPC is trivial. Recall that this is done by checking for normalizers in
•·CPC , whose objects correspond to the arrows in •CPC . Since no non-trivial embedding
will result in a smaller term w.r.t. >•, it is clear that in the case of pure term rewriting,
every arrow (of •CPC ) is its own normalizer. In the case of rewriting modulo equivalence
relations, we may have to canonize the left- and right-hand sides of the pattern, but no
multiplication or embedding will take place. Therefore, we have the following fact.
Observation 6.1. In the case of pure term rewriting, the normalizer (in •·CPC ) of any
arrow f :A! B in •CPC is f .
In the case of rewriting modulo equivalence relations, the normalizer of any arrow
f :A! B is •(f):•(A)! •(B).
Finding critical pairs, or, categorically spoken, weak coproducts in •·„CPC , amounts
to flnding equivalence preserving functors ·„ for both objects (left-hand sides of patterns)
under consideration. Let A and B be the objects for which a weak coproduct should
be found in •·„CPC . Assume that the corresponding patterns are p1:A ! A0 and
p2:B ! B0 arrows in •CPC .
Let us flrst consider ordinary term rewriting. Let C fulflll C = ·1(A) and C = ·2(B),
for distinct non-trivial embedders ·1 and ·2. Therefore, there are places p and q, with
p 6= q and both non-zero, such that Cp = A and Cq = B. If p and q share a non-empty
initial sequence r, where p = rp1 and q = rq1, then C is not a weak coproduct of A
and B in •·„CPC , as Cr would also fulflll the corresponding cone conditions, and there
is a non-identity arrow ·C;r:Cr ! C in •·„CPC . So, we may assume that p and q are
disjoint places.
But in that case, the diagram in •CPC resulting from C;A and B can easily be closed.
First, reduce C by the pattern p1 at place p, obtaining D = ·C;p(A0), and then apply p2
at q in D: we obtain F = ·D;q(B0). Second, apply p2 at q in C, obtaining E = ·C;q(B0),
and then p1 at p in E, obtaining G = ·E;p(A0). By checking all places we see that F = G.
Since the application of a multiplier „ to either A or B before embedding is irrelevant to
this argument, we conclude that we only have to look for weak coproducts in •·„CPC
such that one of the ·„ is just a „, the corresponding · being the identity functor. This
corresponds to the normal check for critical overlaps in the Knuth{Bendix algorithm.
The above reasoning only holds because no canonization • has to be applied after
embedding. Therefore, in the case of term rewriting modulo some F , we have to look for
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all possible coproducts, including those formed by a pair (·1„1; ·2„2) with both ·1; ·2
non-trivial. This corresponds to the use of extensions by Peterson and Stickel (1981).
The above can be summarized as follows.
Observation 6.2. In the case of pure term rewriting, all critical pairs are given by
those weak coproducts C in •·„CPC such that C = ·1„1(A) = „2(B) or C = „3(A) =
·2„4(B).
In the case of rewriting modulo equivalence relations, no restriction on the form of the
coproducts can be made.
Corollary 6.5. In the case of completion of term rewriting systems all of •·-1, •·-2,
and •·„ as required in Section 5.5 hold.
Proof. •·-1 follows from the fact that embedding (also modulo equivalences) respects
the ordering and can be composed; •·-2 is an immediate consequence of the fact that
embedding always results in a term greater than or equal to the original term, because
of the (subsumption) ordering >•. So, the normalizer of an arbitrary arrow in •CPC is
always that arrow itself. •·„ follows from the intercomposability of the multipliers and
embedders. 2
6.5. example: term rewriting modulo equivalence relations
Example 6.1. (Free Commutative Groups) The following example is taken from
Peterson and Stickel (1981).
Let the following two group axioms be given:
e1: 0 + x = x;
e2: y + (¡y) = 0:
We derive two rewrite rules: r1: 0 + x ! x and r2: y + (¡y) ! 0 and work under
the assumption that + is both associative and commutative. This means that in CPC
there are additional arrows from associative and commutative variations of an object to
a chosen standard representation; e.g. (¡y) + y ! y + (¡y) and back.
Note that we will use the complexity ordering on terms as deflned by Peterson and
Stickel (1981), based on the polynomial complexity measures by Lankford (1975a, b).
To form critical pairs, we flrst try overlaps on the rules as they are, and flnd the
following superposition situation for r1 and r2: let „1 be fxˆ (¡0); y ˆ 0g, then
0 + (¡0)
uu
uu
uu
uu
u
r1;„1
zz GG
GG
GG
GG
G
r2;„1
##¡0 0
so we obtain r3:¡0! 0.
Now, however, it is not possible to flnd any more critical pairs from the left-hand sides
of the rules themselves, so we have to start looking for critical pairs modulo the equations
deflning the canonizer functor • (i.e. associativity and commutativity).
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Within ·CPC we can construct several weak coproducts of the left-hand side of r2 \with
itself". The flrst is: ·¡(¡y)+b;<2>((¡y) + y) = ·a+y;<1>(„2((¡y) + y)) where „2 = fy ˆ
(¡y)g. Denoting the flrst embedder here ·1 and the second ·2, we obtain, pictorially:
¡(¡y) + (¡y) + y
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
m
r2;·1
vv OOO
OOO
OOO
OOO r2;·2;„2
’’
¡(¡y) + 0
r1;•

0 + y
r1
¡(¡y) y
This gives rise to a fourth rule: r4:¡(¡y)! y.
A second weak coproduct of the left-hand side of r2 with itself within ·CPC is given
by ·3 = ·a+(¡y);<1> and ·4 = ·¡(x+y)+x+b;<3>, as, for „3 = fy ˆ (x + y)g, we flnd
·3(„3(y + (¡y))) =• ·4(y + (¡y)).
This yields:
¡(x+ y) + x+ y + (¡y)
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kk
r2;·3;„3
uu TTT
TTTT
TTTT
TTTT
T
r2;·4
**
0 + (¡y)
r1

¡(x+ y) + x+ 0
r1;•

¡y ¡(x+ y) + x
The flfth rule, obtained from this, is: r5:¡(x+ y) + x! ¡y.
Due to the new rules, one more critical overlap occurs, namely between r5 and r2. Given
·5 = ·a+(¡x);<1> and ·6 = ·¡(x+y)+b, we flnd, for „4 = fy ˆ xg: ·5(¡(x + y) + x) =•
·6(„4(y + (¡y))), or, pictorially:
¡(x+ y) + x+ (¡x)
llll
llll
llll
ll
r5;·5
uu QQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQQ
QQ
r2;·6;„4;•
((
(¡y) + (¡x) ¡(x+ y)
This, flnally, gives the rule r6:¡(x+ y)! (¡y) + (¡x).
With those six rules (where r6 makes r5 obsolete), the AC-reduction system for free
commutative groups is complete.
7. Speciflcation of the Categorical Data for the Gro˜bner Basis Algorithm
Next, we show that Buchberger’s Gro˜bner basis algorithm in polynomial ideal theory
also flts in our categorical model. For all categorical constructions used in the categorical
CPC algorithm we will specify what they exactly correspond to in the Gro˜bner basis
case. Again, we conclude by an example showing how the categorical algorithm follows
the traditional one precisely.
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7.1. the reduction category •CPC
Given a polynomial ringK[x1; : : : ; xn] with fleld of coe–cientsK and n indeterminates,
we deflne as the objects of •CPC in the Gro˜bner basis case all polynomials occurring in
this ring, i.e. with coe–cients in K and in the indeterminates x1; : : : ; xn.
All objects are polynomials written in the standard canonical form, see below. In order
to model multiplication by monomials analogously to substitution of terms for variables,
we additionally have objects X0; X1; : : : ; Xn representing dummy multiplication vari-
ables. These special objects are the variable objects. For the moment we only remark
that the variable objects Xi are introduced in order to be able to model multiplication
properly in our model. Multiplication by monomials will be expressed as a substitution of
variable objects by other terms. (All terms will turn out to contain these variable objects
as subterms, see below.) A similar role will be played by the embedder object Y , which
will be used for modeling embedding (or addition of polynomials), an operation which
will lead us from •CPC into the (larger) category CPC .
As remarked above, all objects are polynomials in the standard canonical form. That
is to say, given an order > on the power products, the objects of •CPC are of the form
c1X0x
i11
1 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn + Y;
where for every 1 • k < l • m we have xik11 : : : xiknn > xil11 : : : xilnn .
Again, the role of the Xi and Y will be explained fully in the sections on the multiplier
and embedder functors, respectively.
The order > on power products is extended to an ordering >• on polynomials as fol-
lows. Let LM(P ) denote the leading monomial of a polynomial P (the leading monomials
are determined by >). Let LPP (P ) and LC(P ) denote the corresponding leading power
product and leading coe–cient, respectively. Let a total ordering >K be given on the co-
e–cient domain K. Then, we deflne >• by stipulating that for any non-zero polynomial
P , P >• 0, and for any two non-zero polynomials P and Q, P >• Q ifi
(i) LPP (P ) > LPP (Q), or
(ii) LC(P ) >K LC(Q), if LPP (P ) = LPP (Q), or
(iii) P ¡ LM(P ) >• Q ¡ LM(Q) if LM(P ) = LM(Q) (this recursive deflnition works
because we deflned 0 as the smallest object above).
The arrows in the category •CPC for a given ideal F in the polynomial ring are
constructed from basic patterns (derived from the polynomials in F), multiplication by
monomials, and addition of polynomials, as follows.
There is an arrow labeled hF;M;Qi between the objects (polynomials) P1 and P2
if P1 = MF1 + Q and P2 = MF2 + Q, where F1 is the leading monomial of F and
F2 = F1 ¡ F , for a polynomial F 2 F , and where M 6= 0 is a monomial.
All compositions of such arrows are also arrows of •CPC , so an arbitrary arrow will
be labeled by a flnite (possibly empty) sequence of such labeled reduction steps, as
[hF1;M1; Q1i; : : : ; hFn;Mn; Qni].
There are no arrows leading into or emerging from the variable objects X0; : : : ; Xn,
except for the trivial identity arrows.
As, in the context of completing reduction systems, we are interested mainly in the
existence of arrows between given objects, and not so much in the various ways in which
one object may be reduced to another, we identify all arrows between any two given
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objects. Categorically spoken, every hom-set has at most one element, and the basic
reduction category •CPC is a preorder, as we required in the exposition in Section 5 on
the basic constituents of our categorical model.
Proposition 7.1. The objects and arrows of •CPC deflned on the basis of a polynomial
ideal F in K[x1; : : : ; xn] as outlined above form a category.
Proof. For any object P we can deflne the identity arrow as an empty sequence of
reduction steps.
Composition of two arrows is also deflned in a straightforward way: just concatenate
the lists of reduction steps corresponding to the two arrows.
The identity laws and the associativity law follow immediately. 2
Corollary 7.1. The requirements •-1 and •-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed
above.
Proof. That the category •CPC is a preorder (•-1) follows immediately from all identi-
flcations of arrows with equal domain and codomain; that all arrows respect the ordering
>• (•-2) is immediately clear from the way the arrows are constructed and the ordering
is deflned. 2
The precise speciflcation of the places is connected to the tree representation of poly-
nomials we will use and now introduce.
Definition 7.1. (Tree Representation for Polynomials) For every polynomial
c1X0x
i11
1 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn + Y
occurring as an object in •CPC we deflne a tree representation as follows.
The root node represents the addition function, all its branches represent the respective
monomials cjX0x
ij1
1 X1 : : : x
ijn
n Xn (with a flnal branch, Y , in order to formulate addition
as a special embedding). Every branch representing the monomials consists of exactly
n + 1 subbranches. The flrst n of these represent the power of xk, 1 • k • n, by being
a sequence (unary tree) of ijk xk’s followed by the leave node Xk, where Xk represents
the variable object for the indeterminate xk. The last subbranch of a monomial consists
of a node with content cj followed by a leaf node X0 where X0 is the dummy variable to
be used for multiplication by coe–cients.
The following picture illustrates the tree representation of polynomials. Note that the
sequences next to the arrows always indicate the path starting from the root position
(in this case representing the polynomial 3x21x2 + 7x2 ¡ 2x1 + 300), not just from the
previous object.
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3x21x2 + 7x2 ¡ 2x1 + 300
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Now, given an arbitrary polynomial
P = c1X0xi111 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn+ c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn+ ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn+Y;
the place operators …u on it are deflned as follows:
(i) …0(P ) = …hi(P ) = P ;
(ii) …hji(P ) = cjX0x
ij1
1 X1 : : : x
ijn
n Xn for all 1 • j • m;
(iii) …hjki(P ) = x
ijk
k Xk for all 1 • j • m and 1 • k • n, provided ijk > 0; if ijk = 0,
…hjki(P ) = Xk;
(iv) …hj(n+1)i(P ) = cjX0 for all 1 • j • m;
(v) …hjk1ri(P ) = x
ijk¡r
k Xk, where 1
r indicates a sequence of r copies of 1, for all
1 • j • m and 1 • k • n, provided ijk ¡ r > 0; if ijk ¡ r = 0, …hjk1ri(P ) = Xk;
(vi) …hj(n+1)1i(P ) = X0;
(vii) …h(n+1)i(P ) = Y ;
(viii) no other …u are deflned on P (due to the structure of polynomials, all places have
one of the forms as in (i){(vii)).
Corollary 7.2. …-1 and …-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed above.
7.2. the category of multipliers „CPC
The multipliers represent multiplication by monomials. The category „CPC has the
same objects as •CPC itself, and there is an arrow with domain P1 and codomain P2 if
there is a monomial M 2 K[x1; : : : ; xn] such that MP1 = P2.
Note that P2 will be in canonical form again. To be precise, for
P1 = c1X0xi111 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ crX0xir11 X1 : : : xirnn Xn + Y;
where for every k; l, 1 • k < l • r we have xik11 : : : xiknn > xil11 : : : xiln1 and for
M = mX0x
j1
1 X1x
j2
2 X2 : : : x
jn
n Xn + Y;
we have
P2 = mc1X0x
i11+j1
1 X1 : : : x
i1n+jn
n Xn +mc2X0x
i21+j1
1 X1 : : : x
i2n+jn
n Xn
+ ¢ ¢ ¢+mcrX0xir1+j11 X1 : : : xirn+jnn Xn + Y;
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where trivially for every k, l, and 1 • k < l • r we have xik1+j11 : : : xikn+jnn > xil1+j11 : : :
xiln+jn1 .
This arrow will be labeled M :P1 ! P2 = MP1. (Note that this labeling is not unique;
there will be many arrows labeled by the same monomial M , but all with a difierent
domain. In order to give a unique name to every arrow, we have to denote them by
both their domain and their label, hP1;Mi.) The efiect of M can be described as the
composition of n+1 substitutions, namely (mX0 ˆ X0; xj11 X1 ˆ X1; : : : ; xjnn Xn ˆ Xn).
Proposition 7.2. „CPC is a category.
Proof. All identity arrows trivially exist (labeled 1) and for any two arrows hP1;M1i
and hP2;M2i such that the codomain of the flrst is P2, we can form the composite
arrow hP1; (M2M1)i. Obviously, M2M1 will again be a monomial, and the identity and
associativity laws follow immediately from the corresponding properties of the polynomial
ring K[x1; : : : ; xn]. 2
As explained in Section 5, the multipliers do not only serve as arrows in the category
„CPC but also as endofunctors on •CPC . Concretely, this looks as follows in the case of
Gro˜bner bases.
Proposition 7.3. Any monomial M 2 K[x1; : : : ; xn] is an endofunctor on the category
•CPC deflned by K[x1; : : : ; xn] and any ideal F .
Proof. The functor „M deflned by the monomial M operates as follows on •CPC : any
object P1 is mapped toMP1, while any arrow f :P1 ! P2 is mapped to Mf :MP1 !MP2,
the unique arrow in •CPC from MP1 to MP2.
We have to verify that all functor properties are fulfllled by this operation.
For any object P in •CPC , „M (idP ) = idMP . Also, for any arrows f :P1 ! P2 and
g:P2 ! P3, we have „M (g – f) = M (g – f) = (Mg) – (Mf) = „M (g) –„M (f). The middle
identity is true by the deflnition of arrow composition in •CPC , the others by deflnition
of „M . 2
Note that the functor „M exactly covers all arrows labeled M in „CPC . The extra
structure imposed by the functor construction is the mapping between the arrows of
•CPC |in other words, the functoriality of the multipliers expresses the compatibility of
the multiplication by monomials with the reduction.
Corollary 7.3. The above speciflcation of the multipliers satisfles all of „-1, „-2, „-3
and „-4.
Proof. Checking that „-1 and „-2 hold is straightforward from looking at the tree struc-
ture deflned for polynomials. Since „1(A) can only be equal to „2(A) if the corresponding
monomials are the same, „-3 is immediate. Finally, the previous proposition guarantees
„-4. 2
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7.3. embedding at contexts and canonizing
Intuitively, the embedders here are given by addition of polynomials. The objects of
the category of embedders, ·CPC , and those of CPC are sums of monomials, without
any restriction on the ordering of the power products (the same power product may in
fact occur in several subterms).
So, a typical object of these two categories is of the form
c1X0x
i11
1 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn + Y;
for coe–cients ci 2 K.
The arrows of ·CPC are deflned as follows. Given an arbitrary polynomial P , and
an arbitrary object Q of ·CPC , there is an arrow P :Q ! Q + P , where Q + P is the
concatenation of Q and P (modulo canonization). To be precise, for
Q = c1X0xi111 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn +Y
and
P = d1X0x
j11
1 X1 : : : x
j1n
n Xn + d2X0x
j21
1 X1 : : : x
j2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ dlX0xjl11 X1 : : : xjlnn Xn + Y;
Q+ P is deflned as
c1X0x
i11
1 X1 : : : x
i1n
n Xn + c2X0x
i21
1 X1 : : : x
i2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ cmX0xim11 X1 : : : ximnn Xn
+d1X0x
j11
1 X1 : : : x
j1n
n Xn + d2X0x
j21
1 X1 : : : x
j2n
n Xn + ¢ ¢ ¢+ dlX0xjl11 X1 : : : xjlnn Xn + Y:
In the tree representation, embedding a polynomial P into Q corresponds to substi-
tuting the occurrence of Y in Q by P . This results in a non-canonical representation of
the polynomial, not just because the ordering of the power products is not necessarily
obeyed, but also because the polynomial P occurs at the same level in the tree (one
below the root) as the monomials in Q.
The canonizer functor • transforms the polynomial Q+ P (or ·Q;h(n+1)i(P )) into the
corresponding canonical form.
Compare the above construction of ·CPC with the construction of the category of
multipliers „CPC . Again, there will be inflnitely many arrows labeled by any P , so to
specify an arrow completely we have to equip it with both domain and label, hP;Qi.
Proposition 7.4. ·CPC is a category.
Proof. All identity arrows trivially exist (labeled by the empty polynomial, which we
will denote by 0) and for any two arrows hP1; Q1i and hP2; Q2i such that the codomain
of the flrst is P2, we can form the composite arrow hP1; (Q1 +Q2)i. Obviously, Q1 +Q2
will again be a polynomial, and the identity and associativity laws follow immediately. 2
With the help of the arrows of ·CPC we can deflne the embedder functors ·R:•CPC !
CPC . For every object P of •CPC , the image under ·R is ·R(P ) = P+R. For every arrow
(reduction) hF;M;Qi:P1 ! P2 in •CPC , ·R(hF;M;Qi): ·R(P1) ! ·R(P2) is deflned in
CPC as hF;M;Q+Ri. Moreover, for any two polynomials P;Q with the same canonical
representation in CPC we add arrows ePQ:P ! Q and eQP :Q! P in CPC . By imposing
closure under composition of arrows we ensure that CPC is a category.
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Proposition 7.5. For every polynomial P that is an object of •CPC , the embedder ·P
is a functor from •CPC into CPC .
Proof. That ·P maps objects Q of •CPC to objects in CPC is clear.
Let an arrow hF;M;Qi in •CPC with domain P1 = MF1 + Q and codomain P2 =
MF2 + Q be given. Then ·P (hF;M;Qi): ·P (P1) ! ·P (P2) is deflned as the arrow
hF;M; ·P (Q)i.
It is readily checked that the required functor properties are fulfllled by spelling out
the objects (polynomials) term by term. 2
Corollary 7.4. The above speciflcation of the embedders and canonization satisfles all
of ·-1, ·-2, ·-3, •-3, •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7.
Proof. First, •-3 follows from the semi-compatibility of the reduction relation with em-
bedding into contexts. All of •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7 follow immediately from the construc-
tion of CPC . It is easy to check ·-1 and ·-2 by means of the chosen tree representation
for polynomials, and the previous proposition guarantees ·-3. 2
Using embedders, the canonizer •, and the order relation, we flnally deflne the category
•·CPC with as objects the arrows of •CPC .
The category •·CPC has as objects the reductions in the universe (i.e. all arrows of
•CPC ) and as arrows all non-decreasing embedders: for arrows fi:A1 ! A2 and fl:B1 !
B2 in •CPC we have an arrow between the objects fi and fl in •·CPC labeled C (C an
object of •CPC ) ifi:
(i) •·C(A1) = B1 and •·C(A2) = B2; this condition will hereafter be abbreviated as
•·C(fi) = fl;
(ii) A1 ‚k A2, B1 ‚k B2 (these two inequalities follow from the fact that we are dealing
with arrows in •CPC ) and A1 ‚k B1.
Again, to name an arrow, we have to give both its domain and its label hfi;Ci.
Proposition 7.6. •·CPC is a category.
Proof. The identity arrows are the non-decreasing embedders labeled 0. Given arrows
hfi;C1i and hfl;C2i such that •·C1(fi) = fl, their composition is deflned as hfi; •(C1+C2)i.
The identity and associativity laws are now straightforward to check. 2
7.4. normalizing patterns and finding critical pairs
We conclude the discussion of the incorporation of the Gro˜bner basis algorithm in our
framework by making some observations on what constructing patterns (or, categori-
cally, by normalizing in •·CPC ) and critical pairs (by constructing weak coproducts in
•·„CPC ) amounts to for the individual algorithms.
Finding normalizers of arbitrary arrows always results in having the leading monomial
on the left-hand side and the remainder on the right-hand side (compare the remarks on
the ordering >• in this case).
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Observation 7.1. In the case of constructing Gro˜bner bases, all normalizers are of the
form M ! P (an arrow in •CPC and an object in •·CPC ), where M is a monomial
such that M >• P .
Because of this, constructing weak coproducts of left-hand sides of patterns always
amounts to constructing such coproducts for monomials (instead of arbitrary polynomi-
als). Given two monomials M1 and M2, it follows immediately that there are only two
ways to do that: either by using the embedders ·M2;h2i and ·M1;h2i, which applied to
M1 and M2, respectively, result in M1 + M2 (modulo canonizing by means of •), or by
using multipliers N1 and N2 such that M1N1 = M2N2 and no smaller common multiple
can be found. The flrst case gives rise to a trivial con°uence, while the second amounts
to constructing the least common multiple of M1 and M2. As the flrst case is clearly
irrelevant for the algorithm, we therefore may as well restrict ourselves to constructing
weak coproducts within the subcategory of •·„CPC that has only monomials as its ob-
jects. But then it is immediately clear that all occurring embedders are the trivial ones,
·A;hi. Therefore, we can restrict our attention to flnding weak coproducts by the multi-
pliers alone, and since these are endofunctors on •CPC that means that looking for weak
coproducts in •·„CPC simplifles to looking for weak coproducts in „CPC .
Observation 7.2. In the case of the construction of Gro˜bner bases, all critical pairs are
given by those weak coproducts C in •·„CPC such that C = „1(A) = „2(B), i.e. by the
weak coproducts of „CPC .
Note, moreover, that in the case of Gro˜bner basis construction, the coproducts in „CPC
are unique (and correspond to the least common multiple of the monomials involved).
This also implies that one does not need to look for coproducts of the left-hand side
of one and the same pattern (since this would just be that left-hand side, and the two
reductions arising from it would always be equal).
Corollary 7.5. In the case of Gro˜bner basis construction all of •·-1, •·-2 and •·„
hold.
Proof. •·-1 follows from the fact that we can compose arbitrary arrows in •·CPC (with
appropriate domain and codomain) because of the transitivity of the ordering relation
>• (on left-hand sides, or domains). •·-2 follows from the fact that the ordering on the
canonized polynomials is total, and •·„ from the composability (also among each other)
of the multipliers and embedders. 2
7.5. example: gro˜bner basis
Example 7.1. (Petri net) Let us look at the following example from Buchberger
(1983b), where the following three polynomials are used to describe the transitions of a
reversible Petri net.
Input polynomials:
F1 = as¡ c2s
F2 = bs¡ cs
F3 = s¡ f:
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We recall that we use the total degree ordering with s > f > c > b > a and that Q is
our coe–cient domain. (The ordering >K on Q is deflned as: n >K m if either jnj > jmj
or 0 > n = ¡m. So, the absolute values are compared flrst, and a negative number is
taken to be greater, w.r.t. >K , than its absolute value.)
In this context, the category •CPC has as object all elements (in canonical form) of
Q[a; b; c; f; s]. The arrows in •CPC are all those that can be obtained as compositions of
canonifled embeddings of multiplied instances of Fi, i 2 f1; 2; 3g.
The category •·CPC , from which we will obtain the canonifled form of the patterns,
has as objects all arrows of •CPC and as arrows all non-decreasing embedders between
them. Taking, for example, the object s ¡ f ! 0 (corresponding to F3), we obtain as
normalizer the object s! f , the result of applying the embedder ·f and canonizing.
From the polynomials F1; F2, and F3, we obtain the following three patterns by em-
bedding and canonizing (that is, normalizing in •·CPC ):
r1 = c2s! as
r2 = cs! bs
r3 = s! f:
In the flrst iteration, we construct the weak coproduct of the left-hand sides of r2
and r3 in •·„CPC . Recall that •·„CPC has the same objects as •CPC (so, here, those
representing the elements of Q[a; b; c; f; s]) and as arrows compositions of a multiplier
followed by an embedder (where one or both may be the identity). In the case of Gro˜bner
bases we can simply construct these coproducts in „CPC , which has the same objects
as •·„CPC but only multipliers (here multiplications by monomials in Q[a; b; c; f; s]) as
arrows. We therefore flnd „1 = 1 and „2 = c.
cs
}}
}}
}}
}}r2
~~ A
AA
AA
AA
A
r3
  
bs
r3

cf
bf
The critical normalizer of the arrow cf ! bf in •·CPC is simply that arrow itself so
we obtain:
r4 = cf ! bf:
(That the arrow cf ! bf is indeed its own normalizer in •·CPC follows from the fact
that no addition of a polynomial in Q[a; b; c; f; s] to both left- and right-hand side leads
to an arrow with a smaller left-hand side while preserving the property that the left-hand
side is greater than the right-hand side.)
In the second iteration, we take „1 = 1 and „2 = c and construct the weak coproduct
of the left-hand sides of r1 and r2 in „CPC :
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c2s
{{
{{
{{
{{r1
}} D
DD
DD
DD
D
r2
!!
as
r3

bcs
r2

af b2s
r2

b2f
The critical normalizer of the arrow b2f ! af is precisely that arrow, so we add:
r5 = b2f ! af:
We now flnd that in the category •CPC [r4; r5] all the weak coproducts of the patterns
in „CPC (i.e. in •·„CPC ) have reversed pushouts. As an example, we check r1 and r3,
with the multipliers „1 = 1 and „2 = c2:
c2s
}}
}}
}}
}}r1
~~
CC
CC
CC
CC
r3
!!
as
r3

c2f
r4

af bcf
r4

b2f
r5

af
8. Speciflcation of the Categorical Data for the Resolution Algorithm
The last CPC algorithm we will show that flts into our categorical model is Robin-
son’s resolution algorithm for proving the unsatisflability of (the negation of) statements,
including its extension to (flnite) many-valued logics due to Baaz. For all categorical con-
structions used in the categorical CPC algorithm we will specify what they exactly cor-
respond to in the resolution case. Again, we conclude with an example of the categorical
algorithm in the case of resolution, which will indicate where the categorical formulation
difiers slightly from the traditional algorithm.
8.1. the reduction category •CPC
We will flrst discuss the case of resolution in classical flrst-order logic.
Let a logical language L and a flnite set of clauses C in that language L be given.
Note that a clause is nothing but a set of literals (positive or negative (negated) in the
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classical case; equipped with a truth value when generalizing to the case of many-valued
logics). The semantical interpretation of a clause is simply the disjunction of the literals
occurring in it.
The objects of the category •CPC deflned by L are simply all clauses that can be
formed within L. All clauses are supposed to be in canonical form, i.e. with no literal
appearing more than once and such that any tautology is written as f>g.
The arrows are derived from the clauses in C as follows. For every clause C in C, where
C = fL1; : : : ; Lng, we form all arrows that are created by taking an arbitrary literal Li
out of C, where C is any clause in C, and constructing the arrow with domain f:Lig
and codomain C 0, where C 0 is C n fLig. So, all these arrows have a single-literal clause
as their domain. These arrows, labeled as CL: f:Lg ! C n fLg, are the basic arrows or
patterns.
In order to justify this from the ordinary interpretation of resolution, consider the
following.
A clause C = fL1; : : : ; Lng normally corresponds to the assertion that the disjunction
of its literals is true, which we will write > ,! Wni=1 Li. Logically, this is equivalent to
:Lj ,!
W
i6=j Li, for all j 2 f1; : : : ; ng. Doing this for all clauses gives the n patterns
described above.
Both domain and codomain of an arrow are conceived as the disjunction of the literals
occurring in the corresponding clause.
From the basic patterns, we can obtain derived patterns by adding the same literal on
both sides. This will be described precisely when embedding is discussed, but one special
(and essential) case should be mentioned here.
Given an arrow fLg ! C, we can add the literal :L on both sides to obtain fL;:Lg !
C [ f:Lg. The canonizer operation (to be deflned when embedding is discussed) trans-
forms fL;:Lg to simply f>g.
Considering the arrows to indicate derivability, it is clear that with respect to this
reduction we will have to consider f?g (the set containing only the empty clause, tradi-
tionally denoted 2 in the literature on automated deduction) as the initial object (from
falsity we can derive anything) and f>g as the terminal object (it follows from every
statement). The goal of the resolution procedure is to construct an arrow from f>g to
f?g, to showing unsatisflability. In categorical terms, this amounts to showing that the
terminal and initial object are isomorphic (a so-called zero object). The technique we use
here for doing that is the construction of a category based on the original set of clauses,
as specifled in the categorical CPC algorithm.
The ordering >• on •CPC will only be a preorder, so it can happen that A >• B and
B >• A for difierent objects A;B (and, indeed, A >• A will hold for all objects A). We
only put the following restrictions on >•:
(i) D >• C if C has only one element (this technical demand will be necessary to
obtain the proper normalizers in the auxiliary category •·CPC later on);
(ii) if ¾(A) µ B for two arbitrary clauses A;B and an arbitrary substitution (multiplier)
¾, then A >• B (this re°ects the fact that the truth of A implies ¾(A), which in
turn implies the truth of B; note, by the way, that A =• B is deflned as equality
on sets); as a special case of this we have, for all A and ¾, A >• ¾(A);
(iii) as remarked before, for any clause A, f?g >• A >• f>g.
By the above restrictions we have enforced that >• respects logical consequence.
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We will see below that we can deflne some elementary operations (like the addition of
clauses to both sides, or substitution), and we can compose the arrows generated by the
above deflnition of the reduction.
Arrows corresponding to one reduction step are labeled by hD1; ¾; CLi, where D1 is
the domain of the arrow, that is a set of literals, which, moreover, contains ¾(:L), and
the codomain D2 = (D1[¾C)¡f¾Lg. Arbitrary arrows are labeled by lists of sequences
[hD1; ¾1; C1L1i; : : : ; hDn; ¾n; CnLni].
Composition is deflned by concatenation. In the case of two arrows hD1; ¾1; CLi and
hD2; ¾2; C 0L0i such that D2 is equal to the codomain of the flrst arrow (D1 [ ¾C) n f¾Lg,
the composition is the sequence hD1; ¾1; CLihD2; ¾2; C 0L0i with domain D1 and codomain
D3 = (D2 [ ¾2C 0) n f¾2L0g = ((D1 [ ¾1C) n f¾1Lg) [ ¾2C 0) n f¾2L0g.
Again, we identify all arrows with equal domain and codomain, thereby obtaining a
preorder. Finally, we require that f?g is an initial and f>g is a terminal object and add
the relevant arrows (in particular f?g ! f>g).
For the many-valued case, the construction is slightly difierent. Let W = fw1; : : : ; wng
be the set of all truth values, equipped with an ordering >W . Let > be the maximal and
? be the minimal truth value in W w.r.t. >W . (Note that as a matter of fact we only
require that there is a maximal and a minimal element w.r.t. >W , and not that >W is
total.)
Again, we construct a category •CPC with f?g as the initial and f>g as the terminal
object, and the resolution algorithm tries to show that they are isomorphic.
We construct a set of patterns out of a given set of clauses C as follows.
Every non-empty clause C = fLw11 ; : : : ; Lwmm g is interpreted as > ,! C. From this we
obtain m(n¡1) basic patterns, namely for all i = 1; : : : ;m: fLwi g ,! C nfLwii g, for every
w 6= wi (giving (n¡ 1) patterns for each Li).
In this case, the canonizer • will transform fLwi j wi 2 Wg to f>g, for any literal L.
Finally, we again require that f?g is an initial and f>g is a terminal object and add the
relevant arrows.
Proposition 8.1. The objects and arrows of •CPC deflned on the basis of a set of
clauses C in a logical language L as outlined above form a category.
Proof. Exactly as in the case of Gro˜bner bases. 2
Corollary 8.1. The requirements •-1 and •-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed
above.
Proof. That the category •CPC is a preorder (•-1) follows immediately from all identi-
flcations of arrows with equal domain and codomain; that all arrows respect the ordering
>• (•-2) is immediately clear from the way the ordering is deflned. (The fact that •-1
holds implies in this case that all objects that can be considered as logical consequences
from each other are isomorphic: suppose f :A ! B and g:B ! A, then f – g = 1B
and g – f = 1A, which corresponds to the intuition that, logically, they are equiva-
lent.) 2
Again, the places are based on a tree representation of the objects, just like in the case
of Gro˜bner bases. We now introduce this tree representation.
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Definition 8.1. (Tree Representation for Clauses) For every clause C = fLw11 ;
: : : ; Lwnn g, we deflne a tree representation with a root node containing the n-ary disjunc-
tion symbol and as its branches all the individual literals Lwii , which have their positions
represented by the Dewey notation introduced above for the case of term rewriting.
In addition, for any clause C = fLw11 ; : : : ; Lwnn g an extra position Ch(n+1)i is deflned,
and occupied by a constant Y ; the role of this Y will be explained in the discussion of
embedders.
More speciflcally, given an arbitrary clause C = fLw11 ; : : : ; Lwnn g, the place operators
…u on it are deflned as follows:
(i) …0(C) = …hi(C) = C;
(ii) …hji(C) = L
wj
j for all 1 • j • n;
(iii) …hjki(C) = (L
wj
j )hki for all 1 • j • n and hki occurring as place in Lwjj ;
(iv) …h(n+1)i(C) = Y ;
(v) no other …u are deflned on C, as all places occurring in C are of the form covered
in (i){(iv).
Corollary 8.2. …-1 and …-2 hold for the category •CPC constructed above.
8.2. the category of multipliers „CPC
In the construction of „CPC and that of the endofunctors „¾ on •CPC , there is no
difierence whatsoever between the resolution case and the term rewriting case, except in
the domain of the terms (here the language L instead of the signature §). The construc-
tion works in exactly the same way. We will, nevertheless, repeat the argument, for the
sake of establishing all notions independently.
In the context of resolution, the multipliers are given by all substitutions of terms for
variables. In order to deflne „CPC , consider any object in the category •CPC deflned
by L (for any flnite set of clauses C). This is a clause C. A substitution ¾ = (T1 ˆ
x1; : : : ; Tn ˆ xn) deflnes an arrow (labeled by ¾) in „CPC with domain C and codomain
¾(C) = C[T1 ˆ x1; : : : ; Tn ˆ xn]. Again, to actually name an arrow, we have to give
both its domain and its label: hC; ¾i.
Proposition 8.2. „CPC is a category.
Proof. Again, all identity arrows trivially exist (the empty substitutions, which we will
label ¾0 from now on). Moreover, for any two arrows hC1; ¾1i and hC2; ¾2i such that
the codomain of the flrst is C2, we can form the composite arrow hC1; ¾2¾1i. Here, the
composite substitution ¾2¾1 is deflned as follows. Let ¾1 = (U1 ˆ x1; : : : ; Un ˆ xn) and
¾2 = (W1 ˆ x1; : : : ;Wn ˆ xn). (Of course, normally some of the Ui and Wi will just be
equal to xi.) Then ¾2¾1 = (¾2(U1)ˆ x1; : : : ; ¾2(Un)ˆ xn).
Now, the identity laws hold trivially, while checking the associativity of the substitu-
tions is a straightforward exercise. 2
Again, we can view the multipliers, or arrows in „CPC , as endofunctors on •CPC . The
construction is analogous with that in the Gro˜bner basis case.
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Proposition 8.3. Any term substitution ¾ on L is an endofunctor on the category
•CPC deflned by L and any flnite set of clauses C.
Proof. The functor „¾ deflned by the substitution ¾ operates as follows on •CPC : any
object C1 is mapped to ¾C1, while any arrow f :C1 ! C2 is mapped to ¾f :¾C1 ! ¾C2,
the unique arrow in •CPC from ¾C1 to ¾C2.
The veriflcation that all functor properties are fulfllled is analogous with the case of
term rewriting systems. 2
Again, note that the functor „¾ exactly covers all arrows labeled ¾ in „CPC . The
extra structure imposed by the functor construction is the mapping between the arrows
of •CPC |in other words, the functoriality of the multipliers expresses the compatibility
of substitution with the reduction relation.
Corollary 8.3. The above speciflcation of the multipliers satisfles all of „-1, „-2 and
„-4.
Proof. Checking that „-1 and „-2 hold is straightforward from looking at the tree
structure for clauses. The previous proposition guarantees „-4. 2
8.3. embedding at contexts and canonizing
Intuitively, the embedders · are here formed by set union.
To capture this in the tree representation, we added, as in the case of Gro˜bner bases, a
void place h(n+1)i, occupied by the (meaningless) constant Y . In the tree representation
of clauses, concatenating a clause to another (or rather, replacing Y with the clause to
be embedded) may lead to multiple occurrences of the same literal. (Instead of viewing
clauses as sets of literals, in CPC they are viewed as multisets.)
Therefore, CPC will be the same category as •CPC , with the exception that in addition
it contains objects representing clauses with multiple occurrences of the same literal.
The additional arrows between the objects are simply the eCD between objects C and
D with the same canonical form, and all compositions ensuing from the additional eCD.
The functor • will be the mapping from that category CPC to •CPC such that all
multiple occurrences of any such literal are reduced to a single one. Moreover, if in any
clause C a literal L occurs equipped with all possible truth values (classically just L and
:L; in the many-valued case all Lwi for wi 2W ), then all these literals Lwi are collapsed
into >. Finally, • maps any set of clauses containing > to simply f>g.
That this mapping constitutes a functor follows immediately from the irrelevance of
multiple occurrences for the (logical) derivation relation modeled by the reduction, the
fact that any disjunction
W
w2W L
w is equivalent to >, and the fact that any disjunction
containing > is equivalent to > itself.
The difierence between this case and that of Gro˜bner basis construction is that here,
the elements of •·CPC are easily seen to be endofunctors on •CPC , as in the case of
completion of term rewriting systems.
Corollary 8.4. The above speciflcation of the embedders and canonization satisfles all
of ·-1, ·-2, ·-3, •-3, •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7.
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Proof. •-3 follows from the fact that the logical consequence relation is compatible
with the canonization deflned above (compare the subsumption and tautology rules). All
of •-4, •-5, •-6 and •-7 follow again from the construction of CPC . ·-1 and ·-2 follow
from the way the embedders were deflned on the tree representation of clauses above.
Finally, ·-3 follows from the compatibility of the ordering (logical consequence) with the
equivalence introduced. 2
8.4. normalizing patterns and finding critical pairs
Because of our deflnition of the ordering >• (cf. Section 8.1), normalizing arrows in
•·CPC always results in arrows with only one clause on the left-hand side, as these are
the ones with minimal left-hand sides among all those that re°ect logical consequence
relations derived from given patterns.
Now, flnding coproducts can be reduced to the case of having an embedder and a
multiplier on one side and the trivial rule f>g ! f>g on the other.
This has not so much to do with the coproduct structure in this case as the nature
(or strategy) of the algorithm: instead of looking for a completed system, rather, we are
looking for an arrow f>g ! f?g and we therefore consider only coproducts of the object
f>g with any object to the left-hand side of any pattern. As those objects will always
correspond to sets with a single clause, this coproduct is f>g itself.
Note that the existence of the arrow f>g ! f?g implies that every object has a
normalizer f?g (or f>g; indeed, all objects are then isomorphic).
Corollary 8.5. In the case of resolution all of •·-1, •·-2 and •·„ hold.
Proof. •·-1 follows from the fact that embedding (set union) respects the ordering and
can be composed; •·-2 is an immediate consequence of the fact that any set consisting
of a single clause will always be considered minimal with respect to any of its logical
consequences, and •·„ follows again from the composability (also among each other) of
the multipliers and embedders. 2
8.5. example: resolution
Example 8.1. (Three-valued Logic) Let us consider an example from Baaz (1992)
for a three-valued logic with W = ft; u; fg (for true, undecided, and false, respectively).
The original set of clauses C is given as ffP t(c); P f (f(f(x)))g; fPu(x); P t(f(x))g;
fPu(f(f(c)))gg.
Let •CPC be the corresponding reduction category. The flrst clause of C corresponds
to the basic arrows: r11 = fP f (c)g ! fP f (f(f(x)))g, r12 = fPu(c)g ! fP f (f(f(x)))g,
r21 = fP t(f(f(x)))g ! fP t(c)g and r22 = fPu(f(f(x)))g ! fP t(c)g.
The second clause generates: r31 = fP f (x)g ! fP t(f(x))g, r32 = fP t(x)g !
fP t(f(x))g, r41 = fP f (f(x))g ! fPu(x)g and r42 = fPu(f(x))g ! fPu(x)g.
Finally, the third clause generates: r51 = fP f (f(f(c)))g ! f?g and r52=fP t(f(f(c)))g
! f?g.
Moreover, we have the identity arrow r0: f>g ! f>g, which is also a basic arrow.
By embedding r51 with fP t(f(f(c))); Pu(f(f(c)))g we obtain the following critical
normalizer of r51 and r0:
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f>g = fP f (f(f(c))); P t(f(f(c))); Pu(f(f(c)))g
kkkk
kkkk
kkkk
kkkkr0
uu W
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWW
r51
++
f>g fP t(f(f(c))); Pu(f(f(c)))g
r52

fPu(f(f(c)))g
r42

fPu(f(c))g
r42

fPu(c)g
As f>g is the maximal element with respect to >•, we obtain f>g ! fPu(f(c))g,
which gives rise to the rules: r61 = fP t(c)g ! f?g and r62 = fP f (c)g ! f?g.
Now, we obtain the following critical normalizer of r0 and r21:
f>g = fP t(f(f(c))); Pu(f(f(c))); P f (f(f(c)))g
mmm
mmm
mmm
mmm
mm
r0
vv W
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWWW
WWWW
r21
++
f>g fPu(f(f(c))); P t(c); P f (f(f(c)))g
r22

fP t(c); P f (f(f(c)))g
r61

fP f (f(f(c)))g
r51

f?g
In other words, every element C has the normal form f?g. (As C ! f>g ! f?g.)
This shows that the system is unsatisflable. Recall that the goal of the procedure is
simply to construct f?g as a normal form for f>g; when this is done, the terminal and
initial object have been shown to be isomorphic and it is clear that •CPC models an
unsatisflable system of clauses.
As can be seen from the example, the actual resolution steps are often hidden in the
application of the multipliers and embedders. Therefore, several resolution steps may
occur within one iteration of the (categorical) CPC version of the algorithm, so that
there are fewer iterations than in the standard formulation of the algorithm.
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9. Relation to Other Categorical Models of Rewriting
The closest model to ours is the one developed by Stell (1992), which uses a gener-
alization of 2-categories, so-called sesqui-categories, for modeling aspects of uniflcation
and rewriting.
Among the categories deflned there, we focus here on Fin, which is the category with
as objects flnite subsets of a given set of variables V , and as morphisms triples (X;`; Y ),
where ` is a substitution such that its domain is contained in X and the union of its
codomain and the difierence between X and its domain is contained in Y . (This last set,
cod(`) [ (X n dom(`)), corresponds to those variables of Y that occur in terms of the
form `(x), for x 2 X.)
In this setting, a distinction is made between two families of functors. Using Stell’s
notation, the flrst is indexed by objects of the hom-set Fin(W;X), consisting of arrows
g –R : Fin(X;Y ) ! Fin(W;Y ); and the second is indexed by objects of the hom-set
Fin(X;Y ), consisting of arrows –L h: Fin(W;X)! Fin(W;Y ):
These correspond (in the term rewriting case which Stell studied) to our embedder and
multiplier functors, respectively, in the sense that collecting the functors of the flrst family
over all possible objects W;X; Y , one obtains all multiplier functors, and collecting those
of the second family, one obtains all embedder functors. The chief difierence between
Stell’s approach and the one presented here is that we incorporated a possibility of
canonization. This is necessary in order to incorporate the Gro˜bner basis algorithm and
resolution in the general CPC algorithm (cf. Stokkermans, 1995a).
Reichel (1990) identifled the basic constructions for the critical-pair/completion algo-
rithm within a formal framework of 2-categories with products; these turn out to be the
construction of pullbacks in the category of 0-cells and 1-cells, the horizontal decomposi-
tion of 1-cells, and the decomposition of 2-cells with respect to the direct product or the
pairing of 2-cells. Based on those, critical pairs are characterized as narrowing a 2-cell
against a 1-cell. The flrst two of these constructions are concerned with the structure of
the entities, and captured by our multiplier and embedder functors; that these opera-
tions are functorial corresponds to the required properties in Reichel (1990). The third
construction is replaced, in our model, by the construction of normalizers in •·CPC ;
flnally, the critical pairs then turn out to be characterized as reversed pushout diagrams
(in •CPC ) for weak coproducts of certain objects (determined by the left-hand sides of
patterns) in •·„CPC (see also the remarks on the work by Rydeheard and Stell (1987)
below).
Links with other approaches are much looser, mainly due to the difierent objectives
that lie behind these models. For instance, Huet (1986) and Jay (1991) deal mainly
with con°uent systems (as opposed to making systems con°uent, as in our case). In Huet
(1986), the con°uence of the system under consideration is characterized categorically by
the existence of all pushouts, in a similar way to our use of \reversed" pushouts; however,
Huet (1986) then proceeds to exclude all such term rewriting systems (namely non-left-
linear) where this condition is violated. Jay (1991) is an analysis of already con°uent
systems: his deflnition of a category being weakly essentially normalizing corresponds to
the relevant category having all normalizers in our approach.
The set-up in Bonacina and Hsiang (1991) is of a more general nature than that
involved in our problem; instead of dealing with arbitrary inference rules (there char-
acterized as certain natural transformations) we are only concerned with resolution (in
the context of theorem proving) or, more precisely, the construction of additional rela-
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tions (\derivations") by means of critical pairs, of which resolution is a slightly modifled
version. Moreover, the primary goal there is characterizing search plans by means of
functors, while we do not consider search strategies (i.e. strategies for selecting \fruit-
ful" pairs of patterns at each iteration) in our model (although that is undoubtedly an
interesting possible direction for further work).
The characterization of most general uniflers as (weak) coequalizers by Rydeheard
and Stell (1987), which was the starting point for Stell’s work brie°y described above,
is replaced, in our model, by characterizing the so-called \most general superposition
situations" (i.e. critical overlaps between rules in a TRS, l.c.m. of leading monomials in
a Gro˜bner basis under construction, and most general uniflers in the treatment of resolu-
tion) as weak coproducts in the auxiliary category •·„CPC . The difierence is caused by
our reluctance (in which we follow Jay) to introduce 2- and higher dimensional categorical
constructions whenever avoidable; the justiflcation for this lies in the large overhead of
checking additional diagrams on commutativity, especially where the relevance of these
extra conditions is not always easy to grasp intuitively when looking at the underlying
CPC algorithms.
Finally, we make the following observation about the relationship of our work with
March¶e (1994) (though not a categorical approach): interpreting normalized rewriting
as deflned there in our categorical model would seem to amount to deflning rewrites
A !n B ifi •(A) ! B (where !n denotes the normalized rewrite relation). In other
words, one would obtain a categorical interpretation of normalized rewriting by changing
the deflnition of •CPC accordingly. Identifying this \category of normalized rewriting" by
”CPC , we obtain ”CPC from CPC by allowing as domains of the (normalized) rewrite
arrows only the canonical forms and adding the canonizers •:A ! •(A) as arrows in
”CPC .
10. Conclusion
We have introduced a general CPC algorithm formulated in the language of category
theory. We have demonstrated how the Knuth{Bendix procedure, including its adapta-
tion to handle TRS modulo equivalence relations, fulfllls the requirements of this general
framework. Our categorical CPC algorithm also encompasses the Gro˜bner basis algo-
rithm and resolution (both for classical and many-valued logics; for the latter, cf. Baaz
and Fermu˜ller (1995). It can be seen as a very substantial extension of the \common
ancestor" of the completion of TRS and the Gro˜bner basis algorithm by Kandri-Rody
et al. (1989). (The role of their simpliflcation relation ), cf. Section 2, is taken by the
canonizer functor • in our approach.) Another unifying approach for those two algo-
rithms (but not resolution) can be found in Bu˜ndgen (1991b). In his approach, however,
the TRS simulating the Gro˜bner basis algorithm is inflnite, because an inflnite set of
rewrite rules is required to present Q.
The general categorical model is of great potential interest in that one can now attempt
to transfer parts of the great body of semantical knowledge in the theory of resolution
through the categorical model (e.g. formulating the concept of semantical trees within
the model) and apply it in TRS and polynomial ideal theory. Vice versa, one could try
to use the multitude of optimization techniques in the theory of completion of TRS and
bases of polynomial ideals by the reverse transformation in automated theorem proving.
Both would be quite typical applications of the generality and expressiveness of category
theory, and work in this direction is continuing.
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